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ABSTRACT

The fixed width character generat ion is usL>aI pract ice in

the computer display system. But most of world's living languages are

of complex and composite characteristics. In this regard the variable

width character gener~tion and Display has significant effect on the

Computer system. In our country research works in this field is in the

prel iminary stage.

Uti Iizing bit-mapped graphics characters of any shape may be

formed. But it results in a slow and .cumbersome process. Attempts

are going on to make hardware-based system. A hardware-based system

alleviate this problem by scanning and addressing each dot and becomes

optimized for real~-time appl ication.

The present work deals with the development of hardware" based-

system. By carefully analyzing the requirements, choosing acceptable

representation scheme of characters, selecting different microprocessor-

based logic modules, the system has been designed. It can handle a

character of unit matrix to maxm of 8x7 matrix. Actually the coding

scheme of characters determine the generation of its bit-pattern

matrices. The proposed system is capable of displaying al I kinds of

variable width complex and composite characters in a aesthetic and

legible manner.
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CHAPTER-I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 GENERAL

The representation of character in a Video Display Unit (VDU) is

in the form of a matrix of dots turned on or off corresponding to white

or black in the original picture. The fixed width character formation is

general practice in the CRT display. But the formation of variable width

characters is quite difficult because of their intricate and composite

characteristics.

Most of the computers have been developed in English speaking

countries and Engl ish is the principal language of international commerce

and al I kinds of business transactions. As a result Engl ish characters

are be..;ng used ina II standard computer languages. On the other hand

Engl ish has the advantageous and simplest ~ethod in writing because of

its Iinear characteristics. It can be represented by a certain specified

rectangular domain of fixed width and height, only the graphics within the

domain changes retaining its size. Therefore, Engl ish comprises simplest

unadorned alphabeTic letters laidout one after another. But the variable

width characters Iike Bengal i, Ahamia, Manipuri, Arabic, Japanese etc.

generate large number of graphic molecules by concatenating a sma Iler

number of graphic symbols of variable shape and size,sometimes two letters

superimpose or set side by side to form a character. Again a letter may

step around its neighbor or a group of letters forms a syllabic cluster.

Bit-mapped graphics and conventional VDU may be used for this
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purpose. Bit-mapped graphic requires addressing to every dot of a character.

But dot-manipulation involves complex software development. Several attempts

have been made to achieve this goal using software programs. But it results

in a slow and cumbersome process. Attempts are going on to make hardware-

based system. A hardware-based system alleviates this problem by scanning

and addressing each dot.

Representation of the variable width characters in a raster-scan

VDU is therefore a complex task. By carefully analyzing the requirements,

choosing acceptable representation scheme, selecting different microprocessor

based logic modules, the system can be designed.

1.2 MICROCOMPUTER AND VIDEO DISPLAY UNIT (VDU) AS IT'S OUTPUT DEVICE

Way back in the early seventies, nearly al I data display units

were hardwired. The main functions of computer intercommunication;screen

display editing, and print handl ing were organized by fixed logic elements

that could not do anything else. Next came the independent maker ASC!.'

Terminal of the mid-seventies that were programmable only to limited

extent but could emulate the earlier hard types, as wei I as handl ing

peripheral devices. Then Televideo introduced the video processor to the

terminal. A better performance has been experienced with video-processor

or controller using it successfully in on-I ine time sharing appl ications.

Such VDU can perform the fol lowing operations:

a. Remember the-information from the computer-and look-after drawing
the result onto the screen.

b. Edit the information to be displayed and this new information

6
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is again remembered in the VDU's memory.

c. Then return edited information to the computer.

This means that there must be some memory and a controller which

should be intel Iigent enough to download, modify, and possibly upload data.

1.3 DESIGN APPROACH TO REPRESENT THE VARIABLE WIDTH CHARACTER GENERATION
AND DISPLAY

The characteristics and capabi Iities video display unit' la~'ge)y

depend on those of CRT controller. But the avai lable CRT-controllers are

normally capable of handl ing fixed width alphanumeric characters. Inclusion

of variable width characters involves software and hardware logic

Graphic-mode CRT-controller may alleviate this problem to some extent.

Actua I IY spec ia LIy des igned CRT contro IIer is requ ired for th is purpose.

On the basis of avai lable of CRT controllers, the d~sign approach may be

catagorized as:

j) graphic-mode CRT-controller approach

ii) conventional CRT-controller approach

_iii) specially designed CRT controller approach

1.3.1 GRAPHIC-MODE CRT-CONTROLLER APPROACH

The system uses a special processor cal led a graphic processor-along

with the display processor.This was the first approach taken by early workers

in this area. In this method the host CPU loads the dynamic RAM either

through CRT-controller or by using the video processor's DMA capabi Iity.
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The image that is loaded into RAM is encoded for chip's bit-mapped or

table driven graphics modes. The image screen can be changed or animated

when the CPU del ivers completely new information to the dynmic RAM.

Uti Iizing bit-image graphic, the character of any of shape may be

formed. Bit-manipulation can be done by software programming. But complex

and composte graphic symbol involves heavy software burden.

The main disadvantage for the bit-image graphic system is a pheno-

menon known as al iasing, visible on cathodery-tube screens as jagged lines

cal led jaggies?c The cause of al iasing jaggies is the discrete nature of

frame-buffer display memory. When data is written into the frame-buffer,

each pixel on a Iine or boundary is constrained to discrete location on

the screen, as represented by its address in the bit-plane memory or frame-

buffer. When the visual attribute of picture elements in a plane are read

from the frame-buffer, they can be displayed only in the discrete Locations-

which may not be the optimum to represent a straight Iine or a smooth curve

on the screen, thus causing the jaggies. As the variable width character;; are

usual Iy.composed of curvi Iinear segments, the jaggies largely affect the sha"

1.3.2 CONVENTIONAL CRT-CONTROLLER APPROACH

Conventional approach uses normal video display unit. The video

controller generates fixed-width dot-pattern. Using this' method, the target

language is divided into fixed width character and subset character. The

subset characters may be superimposed or set side-by-side to map.the target

using special conjunctive or shift symboles. This method is easi Iy appl icable

to a least complex character sets. But in the large number of complex and
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composite character sets some compromise is required ..Such as variable

pitch requirement may be sacrificed to ensure the simpl icity of the design.So

the resultant display is far removed from the conventional representation.

The main disadvantage is the variable spacing problem. In a fixed

width mode the dot-matrix is fixed for each character. Usually the variable

width characters may be subdivided into paravowels that may be used to

adorn a character, mono-vowel syl labale,single consonant vowel syllable

or single consonant which may occur at the end of the word or pol Iy-

consonant syllable which forms a cluster syllable. The visual form of

different syllables constitute different types of graphic molecules. But

the sequential representation of different characters in a fixed width

raster-scan video, the spacing problem become acute. The proper positioning

probiem in a fixed dot-matrix is mostly responsible. As a result non-anni-
I

hi lable spaces, thin spaces, thick spaces are created which affect the

exact repl ica.

1.3.3 SPECIALLY DESIGNED CRT-CONTROLLER APPROACH

-Specially designee VCU is capable of displaying the complete character

set in a character-oriented display. The problem of variable width can be

solved by using clever clock manipulation of CRT-controller and special

hardware logic. This techinique reduces the number of graphic symbols.

Although the super-posing and arrangement of the graphic symbols are sti II

pactly dependent on host resident software, the prevention of characters

being spl it at the end of the Iine is taken care by the CRT-controller.

Scanning and addressing of each dot is done by hardware logic. It makes
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a faster communication between keyboard and display unit and permits rapid

entry and retrieval of data. The proposed system uses this technique and

should be capable of displaying al I complex groups of languages in a typo-

graphic manner without sacrificing graphic qual ity and would be optimized

for dedicated real-time appl ications.

1.4 LITERATURE SURVEY

A great deal of analysis and research and many references are found

on the computerization of variable width characters in the literature.

On detai I analysis of the papers published: they can be catagorized as.malnly

two types: papers on software based design and hardware based design.

Software based systems have been usually developed either for word

process ing or text process ing. Text process ing system normal Iy imp lies

hardware attachments and software interfaces that permit a host computer to

input, process, display and print out text in the languages concerned.

11Tapan Kumar Ghoshal and others developed a Bengal i Ahamia text

processing attachment-"VI OAYASAGAR". In their paper they describe

Vidyasagar a text processing system comprising of a text entry terminal

with YOU, a dot-matrix printer and software. The hardware attachment can

be connected to any suitable host through serial links to form a word

processor, fi Ie creation unit or a fi Ie enquiry unit for Bengal i/Ahamia

text. The BI IC coding scheme and the QWERTY style keyboard are accommodated

in 7 bit, 96 character ASCII space. Host resident high level language can

process BI IC fi Jes as if they are 96 character ASCI I fi les, permitting

standard fi Ie processing routines to be used.
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2Joseph D. Becker in his paper "Multi Iingual word processing"

describes the computerization of different Iiving languages of the world

of variable width and composite character sets. He and his col league at

the Xerox corporation have been developing multi lingual word-processing

software for a personal computer work station cal led star. The word

processing software can handle French, German, Ital ian, Russian, Spanish

and also more complex scripts such as Arabic, Chinese, Hebrew, Japanese

and Korean. They have establ ished a scheme for multinigual text encoding

to assaign a binary code number to each of the alphabets of the world.

Each code addresses the bit-pattern of that code which is stored in memory.

This system uses a large memory space for table manipuiation and handles

complex algorithum. As a result it requires several passes to process

and display and comparitiveiy becomes.slower.

To represent the variable width character, the essential thing is

the coding of bit-pattern of characters.Bengal i Manipuri Ahamia languages

(BAMLSjlare characterized by their complex and compl icated nature. Sen

and Datt~5in their paper have given 142 graphic symbol set (SDBM) which

__ c~n_adeq~a:ely represent the BA~L. But G. Das, S. Bhattacharya and

S. Mitra f~und that such a large number of symbols are inconvenient to

represent. They have suggested a comparatively smaller symbol set (BMIS)

on the basis of Statistical analysis and frequency of occurrence that wi II

be helpful to design the coding scheme.

The-hardware based systems are usually capable of-representing al I

kinds of composite characters either directly interfacing with the

microprocessor or depending partly on the software of the host computer.
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For this purpose an intell igent and clever CRT controller 'is required.

Recentiy Andvaced Micro Device (AMD) has designed CRT controller

/

8052/8152 which is capable of handling variable width and height characters.

It can also handle Japanese kanji character set by using two 12 by 24

characters side by side and redefining one of the attribute bits.

12 h . ~'d'S. Mitra, S. Bhattacharya and T.K. Ghoshal avo 'lIven ..,e eSlgn

feature, concepts of representing variable width composite consonant text

in character mode raster-scan VDU. Motorola MC 6845 CRTC has been used with

8085 MPU. It is programmable and can handle fixed width symbols. The system

employs 10 MHZ dot clock. Each. pixel is al lotted 16 horizontal dot lines

and 5 vertical columns. The top dot line is reserved for inter-character

row gap. The 16 character rows are cccommodated in 312 line VDU. Actually

this system employs fixed width format for variable width characters. BU7 the

implementation of variable width characters in such a fixed widtr format

system results a vcriable spacing problem which wi II be discussed latter.

1.5 AIMS AND EXPECTED RESULTS

The proposed system is expected tobe capable of representing al I kinds'

of vcriab~lidth character~in_a~l~gible and asthe7ic manner, The design

of video display controller is expected to be inexpensive and versati Ie.

The system response is expected to be faster than that of bit-image

graphic-mode system. The reason behind, the character set is formed by

hardware and ROM based software.

The base system uses a popular 8-bit intel 8085 microprocessor and

the video controller uses C.C.I.R-625 line standard. So the system is
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expected to be affordable and easy to use.

As the clever and imaginative design of optimum displayable

.character size is fundamental problem area for the development of each

mini-micro computer, the expected design may help to solve this problem.

To perform the afore mentioned aims and expected results, the fol lowinf

goals are expected to be achieved from the proposed research work

1) Practical knowledge about microcomputer interfacing.

2) Overwiew of the avai lable CRT-controllers and their characteristic~

3) Study of the characteristics of different types of variable

width characters.

4) Theoretical and practical idea of microprocessor based Video

Display Unit (VDU).

15) Study of the aval iable standard TV signals.

6. Design of the coding scheme for the experimental characters.

7. Programming of EPROM for the character generator of the

experimental character codes.

8) Design of.microprocessor based Video Display Unit & i~ple~Gntation (

the fol lowing functional hardware logic modules:

a) Synchron generator.

b) Character generator.

c) Memory scanner and dot-row selector.

d) Character address counter.

e)- Operation mode controller.
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1.6 JUSTIFICATION OF THE PRESENT WORK

The main aspect of the design is to computerize al I sorts of

variable width characters. In particular, the system should be provided with

variant character forms that it can use to represent the changeable letter

shapes. in designing, Bengal i, Ahamia, Manipur, Arabic letters have been _

considered as the basis for the character set. The important concept that

has been included is the variabi Iity of the shapes of each pixel (symboi).

The eight horizontal dot Iines and one vertical dot column have been

al located for the smal lest pixel and a matrix of 8x8 is required for the

largest pixel. There may be pixel of variable sizes in between the two.

The work starts with a review of the avai lable system models, logic

elements, video controller, software algorithm and hardware techniques.

On the other hand the aval iable systems are either completely software

dependent or partly software and hardware dependent. The proposed system

should be capable of handl ing bit-patterns of al I types of character by bit

by bit. Bit-manipulation to character display should be aone by using

hardware logic.

Next the coding scheme has been developed after reviewing and

analysis of avai lable different types of coding schemes. The coding scheme

that is to be implemented, should be of special type. Because the character

display should be sOlely dependent on the coding scheme. The mapping of

coding scheme should permit the processing of normal computer uti Iities and

high-level languages.
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The popular widely-used Intel-BOB5 microprocessor has been used as a

base system. Therefore the clock and timing diagram of Video controller

have become standard. The process of data in and out to and' from the screen

memory to character generator and to display terminal has been done by an

intel Iigent clock manipulation matching with the base system.

The clever and imaginative design is to maintain proportional

spacing between the variable width character to avoid overlapping of charac-

ters. The system has been designed to accomodate a maximum number of 12B

characters-in a Iine. Depending on the width of characters the number of

characters per Iine may be varied. Using moderate resolution TV monitor,

12B characters x 25 rows could be successfully accomodated.

Experimentation with Bengal i Alphanumeric characters has been carried

out as E variable width complex and composite characters.
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PRINCIPLES OF OPERATIONS OF CRT OESPLAY

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The idea of electrically transmitting al I the elements of the

picture surface simultaneously was given by Paul Nipkow in 1884. This idea

was a significant step towards the development of present day's CRT

television. Nipkows principle was that a job which can not be spread out

on the other hand today's CRT's scanning of individual points of light

was successfu IIY found out with a sing lee Iectron beam ..The deta iI:descr:-ipt ion

of principles of operation of CRT display is given below.

2.1.1 THE CATHOD RAY TUBE

A cathode ray tube is an evacuated glass tube which has a fluorescent

coating on the inner surface of its rectangular frontal regionCscreen).

The surfaces of the glass envelope have conductive coatings; these are

deposits of col Iidal graphite cal led aquadag. An electron gun positioned at

the end of the narrow cyl indrical part of the tube (the neck) emits

electron beam. This stream of electrons striKes the fluorescent inner surface
of the screen to produce an illuminated phosphor dot. Fig.2.1 is a simplif-

ied representation of a CRT.

One can control the point at which the electron beam strikes the

screen, and therefore the position of the dot upon the screen, formed by

deflecting_the.electron beam. ~here_a~e two_prJma~y_methods-Of_performing

this beam deflection: Electromagnetic and electrostatic. Electromagnetic

deflection is by for the more common method and is used in al I conventional
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Fig.-2.1 Simpl ified representation of a CRT.
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Fig.- 2.2 Control Iing the movement of the CRT electron beam.
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television sets. Separate deflection coi Is are provided wtth the horizontal

and vertical axes of the CRT neck. Separate signals can then be appl ied to

to effect horizontal and vertical deflection of the electron beam and thus

move it across the surface of the screen. This operation is illustrated in
fig. 2.2 .

The inside surface of the screen is coated with phosphorescent mater-

ial which glows for a period of time after being energized by electrons.

The duration of this trace depends on the characteristics of the fluores-

cent coating appl ied to the inner surface of the screen. This character-

ist icis ca IIed the "pers istence" of the phosphor. If the d isp Iay presentat-

ion is not regenerated it wi II fade. If regeneration is infrequent the

presentation w; II fl icker. In almost all the display units a regeneration

rate of approximately 30 TO 60 cycles per second is required to prevent
f Iicker ing.

The horizontal deflection signal appl ied to the deflection coi Is

affects only the horizontal position of the illuminated dot; likewise

vertical deflection signal affects only its vertical position. Some CRT

displays allow the user to arbitrari Iy position the dot by providing a

horizontal and Vertical input. With this type of display, the dot position

is proportional to the Iinear voltages appl ied to these two inputs.

This type of display fs often is referred to as a graphic X-V or vector
CRT display.

2.1.2 PRINCIPLES OF-SCANNING

The picture is produced by moving the electron beam rapidly back and

forth across the screen to produce scan Iines. This procedure is cal led

scanning. As the Iines are scanned, the beam is made brighter or dimmer in

t
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in order to paint the picture. The far more prevalent type of CRT display

is cal led a raster scan type. This type is used in al I modern commercial

television sets and in most CRT terminals designed for the display of

alphanumeric data. In this type of display the horizontal and vertical

deflection are generated to move the beam in a raster or "rake-I ike"

pattern as shown in fig. 2.3 . If the intensity of the electron beam is

reduced during retrace, then the flourescent coating on the screen wi II

not be sufficiently excited to produce an illuminated trace. The resultant

pattern on the screen can be iIIustrated in fig. 2.4 . The dotted lines

in this illustration represent the retrace portion of the raster scan pattern

when the electron beam intensity is reduced.

The dotted Iines would not be visible to a viewer.

For displaying information on the screen, let us arbitrari Iy define

ocr screen as having 5 horizontal traces or Iines, and then iet us devide

each of those Iines into five segments. The resultant display is shown in

fig.2:5(a).Using 5x7 matrix of Iine segments of dots the letter' R' can be

represented in fig.2.5 (b).

2.1.3 HORIZONTAL AND VERTIU,L SCAN RATES

In the united states, the horizontal sweep or scan rate of the

electron beam for television is 15.75KHZ . If the beam is simultaneously

moved vertically at the rate of 60th, then 262.5 (15,750~60) horizontal

trace Iines can be produced whi Ie the beam is moved from top to bottom

of the screen. It is evident that some of the scan Iines are effectively

lost during vertical retrace. A standard video system require 21 or 22

scan lines of time to perform the vertical retrace. So about 240 scan
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Fig.- 2.3 Rake-I ike pcttern on the screen of a CRT.
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Fig.- 2.4 Resultant pattern with retrace on the CRT Screen.
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Fig. 2.5 (a) Display screen divided into five segments.
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B: :. •.:--~-~~----

10 ;-~~-~~----

Fig. 2.5 (b) Representation of letter 'R' on the display screen.
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Jines are remained for display of data. Therefore, for a 24 Iines of charac-

ters on the screen requires 10 scan lines for each row of alphanumeric

characters.

The number of characters that display horizontally along one of the

rows depends on the video frequency used. For example, let us consider the

horizontal scan frequency is 15.75 Khz, so to display 10~8 dot wide charac-

ters per Iine a video frequency of 12.6 MHz(15,750x8x100=12.6MHz) would be

needed. In actuol system ahout 20% of these characters would be blank for

horizontal retrace time and side margins. Therefore 80 characters per line

remain for display.

The number of Iines of data that can be displayed on the screen

can be varied in several ways. To increase the number of Iines, the most

.obvious way would be to increase the horizontal sweep frequency so that
I

more horizontal scan Iines are produced during vertical scan of screen.

For example if the horizontal scan frequency is increased from 15.75 KHz

to 18 KHz at vertical frequency 60 Hz. the increase of number of .scan lines
would be from 252.5 to 300 (18,000~60=300). The increase.of the horizontal

frequency produces a nonstandard beam deflection.

Another method is to reduce the vertical scan frequency for example

if the vertical frequency is decreased from 60 Hz to 45 Hz maintaining the

horizontal frequency at 15.75 KHz, the number of scan Iines would be

increased from 262.5 to 350 (15,750~ 45=350). But this approach causes

synchronization probiem,because if the vertical refresh rate is not

synchronized with the CRT's power line frequency, the electron beam can be
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deflected by stray magnetic fields. It may also cause raster jitters

due to the lack of proper shielding of magnetic interference. So it is

usually advisable to make the refresh frequency as the same as the

power Iine frequency. So in the uniTed sTates it is maintained at 60 Hz

whereas in the other countries it is 50 Hz where power frequency is 50 Hz_

2.1.4 INTERLACED SCANNING

The horizontal flyback interval occupies 4% of the Iine period

and the Vertical flyback interval occupies 6% of the frame period. This

means that the actual number of visible picture elements is reduced.

The proportion of height to length of the visible raster is depicted

in fig. 2.6 . This ratio is normally 3 to 4 and is cal led aspect ratio

of the raster. To minizie fl icker, the basic frame of 525 Iines is

broken ~own into two fields, each of which contains 262~ Iines. This

is cal led the interlaced Scanning method, as specified by the Federal

communications comm;ssion(F.C.C.). The basic or ideal interlaced

scanning system is illustrated in fig. 2.6 . The Iines of the second

fie Id fa Ilin between the lines of the first fie Id because of the ha If

line relations- in the two fields.

One of the problems with this interlaced scan method is that

the refresh rate is effectively halved which may result an annoying

fl icker unless a long persistence phosphor used on the CRT screen.

2.1.5 SYNCRONIZATION REQUIREMENTS

The correct timing is control led by means of synchronizing pulses

as depicled in fig •.2.7. A sync pulse is transmitted at the start of

each forward scan. The last horizontal sync pulse at the end of a field

is fol lowed by six equal izing pulses spaced at half-I ine intervals.,
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Fig.- 2.6 Representation of interlaced scanning system using two sweep
fields and their combination to make up one complete display frame.
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Fig.- 2.7 Synchronizing wave_form specified by FCC.
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Fig.- 2.8 Video waveform repeated on each horizontal line.
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These equal izing pulses serve to stabi Iize the operation of the vertical

scanning generator. The equal izing pulses are followed by a wide

vertical sync pulse that triggers the vertical scanning generator.

Serrations "SloTs" are placed in the vertical sync pulse to stabi Iize

the operation of the horizontal scanning generator during Vertical

retrace time.

2.1.6 COMPOSITE VIDEO SIGNAL

When a blanked picture signal is combined with the sync signal

the Composite video Signal is obtained. The Composite Video Signal

includes HSYNC, VSYNC and VIDEO Signals. A Video Signal is produced as

shown in fig. 2.8 . This is the Iine wave form, that is, it is the wave-
-,

form that appears between consecutive horizontal sync pulses.Fig. 2.9

refer to complete video signal. Here three complete lines have be~n

scanned. At the end of each Iine the blanking signal is imposed on the beam

and automatically prevents from reaching the fluorescent screen. With

the blankIng signal "on", a synchronization is sent To cause the horizontal
deflection coi Is to move the electron beam from the right side of the

picture tube to the left. "Detai Is involving of the horizontal blanking

and the sync pulse are shown in fig. 2.10

The vertical motion ceases at the bottom of the field and it

is necessary to bring the beam quickly to the top of the screen so that

the next field can be traced. Since the vertical trigger and the retrace

require longer period of time than the horizontal triggering pulse and
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BLANKING VOLTAGE

1'1SiBLE PART J----

Fig.-2.9 Composite video signal for three scanned lines.

0.25 SEC 0.25 SEC

HORI ZONTAL Syr~CHRONIZIr~G PULSE

fRONT PORCH

1.27 SEC
I

5.08 S~C

&,-CK PORCH
BLACK LEVEL

3.81 SEC
BLANKING PEDESTAL

10.16 SEC OR 0.16H

H= TIME FOR ONE LINE,
INCLUDING RETRACE (63.5 SEC)

fig.-2.10 The horizontal blanking pedestal and horizontal sync pulse.
The timing of these signals is very precisely control lea.

"
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the retrace, a longer blanking signal is inserted. As soon as the

blank ing signa I ta kes ~o Id, .the vert ica I-synchron izat ion pu Ise is sent.

The form that ta kes is shown in fig. 2.9 . Because the hor izonta I

synchronization pulses must not be interrupted, even whi Ie the

vertical-deflection coi Is are bringing the electron beam to the top of

the field, the long vertical pulse is broken into appropriate intervals

In this manner it is possible to send both horizontal and vertical pulse

at the same time. The video signal may be of positive or negative polarity

These type of signals are used in TV transmitting. Fig. 2.11 inlJustrates

the form of the video signal as it is used in the united states. From

the relative polarity marked on the ordinate (or verticallscale, it is

seen that the brightest portion of the camera signal. cause the least amount

of current flow or that their voltage has the least ampl itute. The

synchronizing pulses give the largest voltage and greatest current of al I:

This form of video signai is cal led negative picture phase. With positive

picture phase (fig. 2.12 l, the signal voltages are al I more positive

than the blanking pulse. The point in the video wave where blanking signal

is located occurs in the region where the current corresponding to the

very dark portions of the image are found. The blanking level is properly

cal led black region. Beyond blanking level; the synchronization pulses

are present. The blacker than black region of puises drive the tube

control grid to a negative voltage even greater than cut off voltage.

The major advantage of a composite signal over three in~ut signals is that

the composite signal can be sent with a single co-axial cable. This is more

convenient over long cable runs or in system where the video display must be

switched from one~source to "another.
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4.2 CRT CHARACTER GERERATOR LOGIC

To produce a single character on the screen, a series of dots on

successive scan lines wouid be required. The dot information is input

to the CRT monitor serially on the video input, obviously there must be

some logic to convert the data that is normally handled by 8 bit paral lei

bytes in a microcomputer system into the serial bit stream needed to

create a corresponding data character on the CRT screen. In many cases

the characters may take more than eight bits of information to represent

an alphanumeric character. So to write more than one character on a line

some sort of buffering wi II be required.

Fig.2.13 illustrates the sequence that occurs when displaying a

~ingle string of alphanumeric data on the CRT screen. First the dot

information of scan Iine is appl ied to the first row of the character

string. Then consecutively 2nd, 3rd and upto eighth scan Iines would be

required to represent a single character [ine.

Each character consists of a 5x7 matrix. Thus each character is

actual Iy ~epresented by a total of 35 dots which can be either on or off.

Therefore for single character a 35 bit memory device would be required

as shown in fig. 2.14.Now, with the three row select inputs to this read

only memory (ROM) device the dot patterns for each of the seven row of

the character can be selected. After each dot-row pattern is read out

of the ROM is loaded into the paral lei to serial shift register. The
"serial input is then applied to VIDEO input of the CRT.
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Fig.-2.14 Representation of a character of 5x7 matrix.
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Fig.-2.15 Logic for 64 characters of each 5x7 matrix gener~tion.. ~
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Now to represent a standard 64-character set, with each character

represented by a 5x7 dot pattern a 2240-bit (64x7x5=2240l memory device

would be required which is illustrated in fig.2.15 . To address the

desired character in this ROM six bit addressing input is required and

three scan Iine addressing is required for scanning the each of the

seven scan Jines of a character.

As each character is required for displaying on the CRT screen,

the character address inputs are changed to select the necessary

character.6n the other hand the scan Iine address inputs represent the

correct dot-pattern for the current scan Iine. The problem may arise

using scan Iine addressing. Firstly an unnecessary a large addressing

decoder is required and secondly There is no counter to count the aCTual

scan Iines for addressing the ROM. The problem may be solved using

scan line counter.Now when scan Iine is completed, the counter is

incremented. Therefore counting 2 particular scan J ine and addressing a

particular. character, we can select that character.

2.2.1 CHARACTeR GENERATOR

The RO~Jscan Iine address counter~ character address laicnes,

shift register comprise character generator. The ROM of the character

generator_provides ASCI I character sets with a 5x7 or 7x9 dot-matrix.

To successively present the character address inputs to the character

generator and to present this SO-character sequence of address reptit-

ively (once for each scan line) as each character-row-on-the-CRT;-one-

simple scheme would be to construct an SO-character buffer which would

be loaded with the data that is to be displayed. The characters in this
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buffer would then be accessed one after another and presented to the

character generator as each scan Iine is written on the CRT screen.

The contents .of th is BO-character buffer wou Id be accessed once for

each scan fine comprising a character row (seven times in our 5x7 matrix
example). The relationship between the character row buffer and the

character generator can be illustrated in fig. 2.17.

2.2.2. SCREEN MEMORY

Data on the CRT screen must be refreshed or rewritten to the

screen at frequent intervals (50 or 60th). The screen may be comprised

of more than a single Iine of characters. So there shouid be a block

of memory for storage of data that is to be displayed on the screen.

The memory used to store the data for disp lay on_the screen is referred

to as screen memory. TnE data in the screen memory is presented to

character generator, which the~ sends the appropriate dot stream to the

CRT. Logi c must be pray j ded to address the screen memory so that the

appropr iate data wi! I be ac:::essedfor presentat ion to the character

generator. General!y the sc~een memory is conne~ted directly to the
character generator. The screen memory would not be read only memory

because the data to be displayed on the CRT screen may be varied. In a

typical system the screen memory is simply connected to ~he-system data

bus as shown in fig.2.19. Microprocessor can load the screen memory

with data that is to be displayed on the CRT screen. As a result data

in the screen memory can be applied to the character generator as

required to make the display. With this arrangement the screen memory
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requires the same data as the character generator in order to create

the dot stream for the CRT. This makes the system data bus continuously

busy to pass data from screen memory to the character generator. To

avoid this heavy rush of system data bus an 3D-character iine buffer

would be connected as illustrated in fig.2.20 . A complete character

row can now be loaded into this buffer from screen memory via the

system data bus . The contents of the 80-character buffer wi II then be

repeatedly presented to the character generator whi Ie scan lines comp-

rising a char-acter ro~ ore being sent to the CRT screen. With this
approach the system data bus wi II be used only when a character-ro_

line is passed fro~ screen memory to the character generator. Thus,this
alleviates the system data bus from heavy traffic. A typical CRT

controller using address multiplexing logic and data buffer logic is
\

illustrated in fig. 2.21

2.3 SCREEN MEMORY ADDRESSING LINEAR VERSUS ROW/COLUMN

The screen memory addressing method so far we have discussed
earl ier is a I inear addressing; that is, the addressing is done cs th:;'~2~'

a II Iocat ions on the d isp Iay were stored ina cant inuous str ing of memory

locations. This is the way that microprocessor assume that the memory

is configured. This method is not always the most efficient. Because

for example the most convenient and efficient data manipulation wi II be

if th~j~ta_~s handled on _the display Iine basis. This may be happend

in case of inserting, deleting and-editing a line. Therefore some CRT

controllers provide screen memory addressing on row/column basis.

In this case some of the memory address line specify the data row of
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the character. This approach can simpl ify the software required to

perform many data manipulation functions on the CRT screen, it is

accompl ished at the cost of memory usage efficiency. In case of stand-

ard Iinear addressing, the first character on each row is stored in the

next consecutive memory location following the last character on the

preceding row. whi Ie using row/column addressing, the .number of chora-

cters on a row equals some power of two. Otherwise some memory locations

wi II effectively inaccessible. For example, the last character on the

first data row is at memory address 8010 whi Ie the first character on

the next data row is at location 12810' The inter~ening memory addresses

are not accessible. There are ways of this perplexing situation. Using

exTerna I J 09 i c or ROM, it is poss i b I e to map the addresses generated

by the microprocessor and those generated by the CRT controller for

screen memory into the same address spaces. A more compl icated software

for text manipulation of inefficient use of memory spaces and additional

address mapping logic would be required.

2A t.:E~'ORYCONTENT IOU LOG IC

The logic that performs the transfer of data between the screen

memory and the microprocessor and between screen memory and CRT controller

is cal led memory contention logic" There are a number of methods that

can be used to resolve screen memory contention existing between the

microprocessor and the CRT controller. There are three methods those a~e

most commonly used; direct memory access COMA), Interlaced memory acess

and non-display time acess.
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2.4.1 DIRECT MEMORY ACCESS

The direct memory access method uti Iizes a external DMA controller

to transfer of data between the microprocessor and the screen memory

and between screen memory and CRT controller.Using this technique, the

CRT cont ro IIer wi II not a Iways have acess to screen ",emory. Under the

control of the D:~A one character line w;11 transfer

to the CRT controller logic instead of blocks of data.

2.4.2 INTERLACED MEMORY ACCESS

from screen memory

The interlaced memory technique uses equal and alternating time

periods of the CRT control ier and microprocessor for the access to the

screen memory. For example, the 6800 and 6500 fami Iies of microprocessors

use two-phase clocks and the microprocessor wi II only be using the

system buses during one of the two phases. So the CRT controller can

access the buses during the alternate phase.

2.4.3 NON-DISPLAY TI~E ACCESS

This technique uses non-display times, when the CRT control Jar

logic does not need access, for the transfer of data between micro-

processor and the screen memory. The amount of time that wi II be avai lable

to the microprocessor to access screen memory depends on the system

design. For example, if the system does not include a line buffer

between screen memory and the character generator, that the CRT controller

wi I I need almost continuous access to the screen memory. Even, in this

case, some periods of times require to access the memory contention from

the screen memory to the microprocessor.



2.5 THE CRT TIMING CHAIN

The use of television as a display monitor has many technical

and economic advantages. Such a system requires only the addition of

digital to TV-scan hardware . to use the existing TV system. So the

CRT timing chain should fol low the Federal Communications Commission

(FCC) standards. The CRT timing chain is illustrated below.

2.5.1 HORIZONTAL SYNCHRONIZATION (HSYNC) PULSE

North rImerican b,'oad cast standard for te Iev is ion requ ires

a horizontal synchronization (HSYNC) pulse frequency of 15.625 KHz. Most

CRT monitors are designed at that frequency +5-10X:Using this frequency

as 16.625 KHz each horizontal scan Iine wi II be 64 microseconds in dur-

ation (1715,625= 64xIO-6). The HSYNC pulse is appl ied to the CRT

monitor near the end of each horizontal scan. From the 64 microseconds

avai lable for each horizontal scan Iine, some parts are used for the

application of the HSYNC pulse and for horizontal retrace time. In a

standard CRT approximately 20% of the total horizontal scan line must be

used for retrace. The relationship ~etween the displcy portion of 2 scan

Iine, the HSYNC pulse and the retrace time can be illustrated in fig.2.24

The horizontal retrace time can be subdivided into three intervals:

the HSYNC delay, the HSYNC pulse and the horizontal scan delay as in

fig.2.24. The HSYNC delay is often referred to in television literature

as the"front porch" , whi Ie the horizontal scan delay is frequently

referred to as the "backporch". These values depend on the operating

characteristics of CRT. Standard values of total retrace time for the

commercial CRT monitors in the range of 10 to 12 microseconds and the
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ratio of, HSYNC delay to HSYNC pulse to hori~ontal scan delay is 1:2:2.

For 80 characters display per line the available scan time must be divided

into approximately 100 character-times to allow'for the 20% retrace

requirement. For each character along a line, the horizontal scan time

would be 640 nanoseconds ( 64xlO.,.6.;.100=640xlO-:~).So, -640 nanoseconds of

each horizonal scan Iine are required for each character that is

illustrated in fig. 2.24

2.5.2 CHARACTER CLOCK

To calculate the time allotted to a single character, ,the,15.625 KHz

frequency must be multipl ied by 100. So the character clock frequency

becomes 1.5625 MHz.

2.5.3 DOT CLOCK

In this example a 6x8 character formed in an 8xlO matrix. So each
character time a long the hori zonta I scan line must be d iv ided into 8 dot
times. Now the dot clock, frequency becomes 12.5 MHz (1.5625x 106 x'6=
'125xl 06). This dot clock frequency is the hightest frequency of the

timing chain. To obtain the standard HSYNC frequency from the highest

frequency character clock frequency would be divided by 100. Again using

an 8xl0 matrix to create each character on the screen, each character

row wi II therefore require a total of 10 scan Iines or 640 microseconds

including horizontal retrace time. So the Character or row data clock

frequency would be 1.5625 KHz (15625 .;.10).

2.5.4 VERTICAL SYNCHRONIZATION (VSYNC) PULSE

The vertical synchronization (VSYNC) pul~e is used to initiate

-- - ---"'--
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vertical retrace. The VSYNC pulse at U.S. Standard is 60 Hz. But in our
r.7

country it.is 50 Hz. 1ft he tota I number of hor izonta I scan lines on the

screen is approximately 312, then the VSYNC pulse would be (15,625 ~ 312=

50). Thus the display would consist of 31 character rows of 10 lines

each. For vertical retrace approximately 20 scan Iines would be required.

The standard value of vertical retrace is about of mi Iisecond that is

(20x64x10-6=1.28x10-3). So a total of 298 scan Iines or 29 character

rows for display of data. The entire timing chain that is developed is

illustrated in fig. 2.27.

2.6 GRAPHIC VERSUS APPHANUMERIC DISPLAYS

In alphanumeric displays, the data comprising a character line

is repetitively represented to character generator logic unti I al I the

scan Iines comprising that character have been displayed. Using this

technique, memory storage requirements and memory accesses are minimized

and the character generator logic performs the responsibi Iity of producing

each individual dot required along a scan I ine. In graphic displays, it

is possibie to manipulate every dot on the screen individually. BUT in

the alphanumeric display generation of each dot is Iimited. So, a differenT

approach is required in graphic display. Typically this different approach

wi II consume more memory and-may require additional resources.

The most straight forward way of independently control ling every dot

on the CRT screen is to map to a specific memory data bit considering

that the memory is organized as 8 bit bytes of data, the dot information

for eight dot locations on a scan Iine as one byte of memory can be stored.,

If an alphanumeric display consists of 80 characters with each of them
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occu pyi~g seven dots along the ,;can.'i~e, then the dot information for

the scan Iine can be stored in 70 bytes of memory. Now each 8-bit byte

is accessed from memory, loaded into the paral lei to serial shift register

and the shifted serially at the dot clock frequency to create the CRT

monitor video signal. So the memory storage requirement of graphic

display for a single scan Iine of individual dot information have not been

increased beyond those required by alphanumeric data. On the other hand

the same data stored in memory would be accessed repetitively for the 7-10

scan Iines that might comprise a character row. But the data for every

scan line in a graphic appl ication is unique and requires its own

separate memory storage locations. For example if CRT screen is to

display 300 scan Iines, then a memory storage of 300 Iines must be pro-

vided. Whereas in an alphanumeric display each character comprising of

10 scan Iines, memory storage for only 24 lines would be required.



AN OVER VIEW OF THE AVAILABLE CRT-CONTROLLER

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The CRT-based terminals are used widely for both data processins

and word process ing computer system. The ".idespread and ever increas ins

use of CRT's in computer ter~inals nas given an ideo for the semicond-

uctor manufacturers ,0 design large scale integrated (LSI) device to

simpl ify and reduce the costs of control functions for CRT-terminals.

This device is cal led CRT-controller. Nowadays, intel Iigency of a

terminal is determined by the characteristics of video processor.With

this video processor or CRT-controller, the terminal is not only used for

editing purpose but also is used as a multiple-emulation graphic terminal

that can serve as a stand-alone workstation with bit-mapped graphics.

modem and word-processor ..

Therefore, the video processor or CRT-controller is the heart of

the display .+un I , • Its proper design and characteristic ensures the

versati Iity of operations. A brief over-view of those avai lable CRT-con-

trollers has been presented in this chapter.

3.2. TYPES OF CRT-CONTROLLERS

The multitude of components and the CPU over-head long associated

with cathode-ray-tube controllers are rapidly becoming conspicous by

their absence. Now, the CRT-terminal hardware revolution continues.

Today's CRT-controller fully replaces TTL control gates and counters

using a single L.S.I. chip. But the primary design goal is to implement

a lowcost CRT controller. To meet this requirement, some useful CRT
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features have been excluded. To meet these demands, 'State-of-the-art'

terminals require a multipl icity faci Iities-flexible atribute handl ing,

spl it screens and multiple windows with soft scrol Iing windows, variable

height and width and ful I page 132 by 60 screen format. Depending on

those characteristics, the CRT-controller can be catagorized into three

types; Low-end video controi lers, Midrange controllers, Advanced video

, cant ro IIers.

3.2.1 LOW-END CRT-CONTROLLERS

In a typical low-end microcomputerbased CRT terminal, the CPU

examines inputs from the data-communication Iine and the key board

and places the data to be displayed in a display buffer memory (RAM),

which holds the data for a single or multiple screen-load (page) or

for a single character row.

Low end video controller was the earl ier type video-controller.

One of the first device was the General Instruments AY-3-9025 (Later

9035 and second source by plessey), designed as part of a view data chip

set .:todisplay text and "chunky" graphics. Another is the Motorola 6847

which supports text and a number of color graphic modes up to a maximum

resolution of 256 by 192 elements. But both the devices require external

RAM and Logic. MB88303 is a truely self contained monochrome video

controller that can connect directly on to an eight bit multiplexed

address and data bus to provide access to its internal RAM, Nine rows,

each of 20 characters may be displayed from an internal character set of

58 different rounded characters. The device can be synchronized to a

television or video source, al lowing text superposition.
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3.2.2 MID-RANGE CRT-CONTROLLERS

Mid-range controllers have the same base of low-end controllers

but append additional circuits to provide more features and capabi Ii- ies.

I The few day's avai lable CRT-controllers fall in this catagory. The

fol lowing are the brief descriptions of the avai lable CRT-Controllers:

3.2.2.1 THE 5027 CRT-CONTROLLER

The 5027 CRT-controller was one of the first of the LSI controller

devices introduced. In comparison to recently developed CRT-controller

its functions may appear to somewhat elementary. Yet it has some in,e-

rest i ng tunct ions.

The 5027 CRT -contro IIer signa Is are d iv ided into three catagor i8S:

Signals used to interface CRT-Centro Iler to the microprocessor and system
Ibuses (Standard power and timing input signals are included in this group),

signals used to interface the controller to screen memory and character

generator logic,and signals directly related to the CRT monitor.

The 5027 addresses screen memory on a column/row basis. Although

~the column/row addressing method gives_some flexibi Iity in uti Iizing

memory address space, this method wi II sti II result in inefficient use

of space in most case.

The 5027 has two cursor position-registers which may be loaded

under program control. The cursor symbol produced by the 5027 wi II

always appear as a "block signal as opposed to an underline curson symbol.

To generate other cursor symbol external logic should be appl ied.



The 5027 provides nine internal registers; Seven of ;ile registers

are used to define timing parameters and scree A format, and remaining

two reg isters def ine the screen Iocat ion where the cursor symbo i is to

be displayed. When the system is powered up, a succession of write oper-

ations must be directea to the 5027 in order to establ ish initial velues

in al I of the control registers. This initial ization process can be

accompl ished using microprocessor- initiated write operation. The other

approach is mask programmable version. This approach permanently fixes

the operating charc~teristics of the 5027. Another method of establ ish-

ing initial values for the control registers in the 5027 is to use the

seif load capabi Iity of the device. The loading capabi Iity is dependent

on the hardware logic.

There are 13 avai lable address outputs to access screen memory.

With 13 lines upto 8K memory can be addressed but the 5027 addresses

memory on a row/column basis instead of using straight Iinear addressing.

As a result the maximum amount of addressable screen may be comprised 07

either 32 rows by 256 column or 64 rows by 128 column. This results in

inefficient use_of~memory.

The 5027 provides four raster address or scan iine counter outputs

to the character generator. So the maximum character rows can be comp-
r ised of tlpto 16 scan lines.

3.2.2.2 THE DP 8350 CRT-CONTROLLER

The DP8350 CRT control Jer series is one of the more recentiy

introduced set of CRT controller devices and provides some functions

not avai lable on any other devices. Its operation is quite straight

I,.,



-forward and simple. Some of the functions which are user progr"Clrnable in

other CRT-controller are mask programmable in the DP 8350. Mask program-

ming of certain functions makes a great deal of sense because, whi Ie

many functions to be custom tai lored to a particular design, they do no~

need to be altered once they have been establ ished. The disadvantage of

mask-programmable functions is that it is not appl icable to a high-volume

user of a particular program. So few programmed version devices would

be used and this may be cost effective.

The DP 8350 series consists of three standard ROM versions.

These are:

DP 8350 80 characters/row, 24 rows, 7xl0 field.

DP 8352 32 characters/row, 16 rows, 9x12 field.

DP 8353 80 characters/row, 25 rows, 9x12 field.
I

The largest functional difference between the DP 8350s and the

other CRT controllers is the inclusion of on chip dot-timing Logic.

The dot timing frequency is the highest that wi II be required in the

CRT system and typically cannot be provided by an MOS device. The DP 8350,
vhowever constructed usrngc-bipolar integrated -injected logic( I U

technology which wi II provide the high speed ~iming.

The DP 8350 signals may be divided into three catagories: signals

used to interface the CRT controller to the microprocessor and system

buses, signals used to interface the screen memory logic and character

generator logic and signals sent to the CRT monitor. The refresh rate is

mask-programmable option. So one have to specify it at the time of

ordering the chip series. The maximum scan Iine/character row may be
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composed of 16 scan lines. But us ing externa I logic the number of scan

Iines can be determined. The CRT monitor signals are mask-progr3mmable.

The number of character rows can be halved by using a specific func7ion

pin making logic '0'.

The DP 8350 provides three user-accessabie address registers: tne

top of page register, the row start regis7er, and the cursor regisier.

AI I three are 12-bit registers and are accessed via the bidirectional

address Iines. These registers are quite useful for text editing appl i-

cations.

The DP 8350 suppl ies no internal staTUS register which can be,
read by the microprocessor to determine what the DP 8350 is up to at

any given instant. The DP 8350 also suppl ies no signals specifically

for status purposes. There are, however, a number of signal outputs by

the DP 8350 operations.

There is a subt4e problem with the timing in many CRT controllers

which implies that data read from the screen memory is displayed imme-

diately. But actually it is not the case. The data displays upon various

logic functions. The DP 8350 has taken 7hese factors into consideration;

it generates the first screen memory address approximately three chara-

cter times ahead of the point of where the first dot must be sent to

the CRT monitor.

The screen memory addressing is a Iinear addressing basis.

Internally, the DP 8350 is control led by a ROM which determines

many of the operating characteristics of the device. One can specify

his own mask-programmed version of the DP 8350 and thus obtain the

/



functional characteristics needed for particular appl ication

3.2.2.3 THE 8275 CRT-CONTROLLER

The 8275 CRT controller represents an interesting contrast ~ith

DP 8350. Tne designer of two chips taken completely different approac~es

to implement the controller function. Although both the devices are

al lowed to specify different options such as character size, timing

chain parameters, the 8275 options are user programmable instead of

being mask programmable of DP 8350.

The unique feature of the 8275 CRT controller is the inclusion

of 80-character buffers within the device. The presence of there data

buffers and the microprocessor interface logic save the system data

bus f~om heavy loading. The 8275 CRT controller often be used in

conjunction with a DMA controller such a9 the 8257 DMA controller gen-

erates the screen memory addresses and loads the data that is to be

displayed into the 8275's row buffers.

The 8275 signals may be divided into three catagories: Signals

used to interface the contrc0 ler to the microprocessor and system buses.

Signals used to interface the controller to character generator logic

and signals directly related to the controller-CRT monitor interface.

The 8275 provides line Attribute signals which can be decoded

to external logic to generate a set of predefined .horizontal and vertical

combinations.to produce.a_limited.set of 11 graphic symbols. These

signals are automatically activated by the 8275 when one of the special

condition codes is read from screen memory.
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The 8275 Iso provides general purpose attribute signals which

can be used by -t "external logic to generate special graphic symbols

beyond those pro ided by the line attribute codes. The Iight pen signal

in conjunction, 'h external logic can be used to implement a light

pen circuit.

The 8275 , ovides three types of internal registers; status,

c:ommand and i3ra',3ter, which can be accessed under program control to

direct the opera. ion of the device and to obtain information from the

device concernin;' its operation. The command and status registers can

be directly acc~.sed by the microprocessor at any time, but the

parameter reg isf r"can on Iy be accessed as part of a command sequence.

3.2.2.~ THE 684: :RT-CONTROLLER

The 6845 Jntroller Iies in between the OP 8350 device and the

8275 device in t"", functional organization and capabi Iities. It is

simi lar to the CC 8350 in the way that it is positioned functionally

within a system; it co-ordinates the flow of data from the screen

memory to charac er generator logic and thence on to the CRT monitor;

~ut does not act.ralIy-pass-through the 6845 as in the case with the

8275 device. Hm:ever, the 6845 is a fully programmable device, Iike

the 8275, insteao of being mask-programmable Iike the OP 8350.

The 6845 provides screen memory addressing logic but no memory

contention logic. The Iight pen logic, cursor logic, and scan line

counters provided by the 6845 are simi lar to those of the 8275, although

the sc~ol.1ing and cursor logic is more Iimited in the 6845
"

~jrnllarl~'blan~in9 logIc provided by the 6845'is minimal



although adequcte, and does not provide as many options as 8275. No

dot timing is rr"ovided on-chip, but HSYNC/VSYNC generation logic is

pres~nt on the '845.

The 6845 signals may be divided into three catagories: Signals

used to interfcce the controller to the microprocessor and system buses,

signals used to interface the controller to screen memory and character

generator logic, and signals directly related to the controller-CRT

monitor interface.

The screen memory addressing is a linear addressing and 14 screen

memory address outputs al low the 6845 to access up to 16 K bytes of

screen memory. The five raster scan output Iines provides up to 32 scan

Iines. The 6845 uses inter leaved technique to access screen memory.
I

The light pen strobe input signal in conjunction with external

circuitry can be used to implement a Iight pen interface between CRT

monitor and the 6845.

The 68~5 Drovides 19 internal registers which must be accessed

under program-control to establ ish operating parameters for the device.

The 18 parameter registers provided by the 6845 can be divided into

three groups: Those used to establish horizontal format and timing,

those used to establish vertical format and timing, and those used to

establ ish cursor shape and location, screen memory addressing and

light pen addressing information. AI I of-the-registers, with the

exception of the cursor position and Iight pen position registers,

are write only registers.
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3.2.2.5 THE 6545 CRT-CONTROLLER

The 6545 CRT controller is the 6500 - equivalent of the 6345

device. The two devices are pin compatible and functionally equivalent,

except that a few additional functions have been added to the 6545. A

more s'gnificant difference is in the memory contention logic function.

The 6845 provides absolutely no logic specifically to simpl ify memory

contention within the system. The 6545 device, on the other hand, prov-

ides some rather unusal logic that can be used to resolve memory

contention between the CRT controller and the microprocessor.

There are two general types of interfaces to screen memory that

can be implemented in a 6545 system: shared memory and transparent

memory interfaces. In the shared memory interface, both the microprocessor
l

and the 6545 address access screen memory directly. In transparent

memory addressing mode, the microprocessor does not directiy address

screen memory. Inste~d, al I screen memory addresses are generated by

the 6545.

The programmable registers provided by 6545 are mostly identical

to those of 6845; there are, however, a few minor changes and several

significant additions. The programmable registers of the 6545 are

accessed in the same way as in the 6845. The 6545 device also provides

a status register which can be read by the microprocessor to ascertain

the progress of operations withincthe-device.-The-6845 provides no

such register.



3.2..3 ADVANCED CRT -COW'BJLLERS

Advanced vide, (ontrol lers are most recently developed CRT-con-

trollers. These dev; best meet hardware, software and cost requ;r~-

ments. Intel's 8237( an advanced text contro IIer. It". III suppor~

rows with upto 200 ( . Kters, and a tota I of 2048 scan IInes. It~

specification incluo~s proportional spacing subscripts and superscripts,

and smooth scrol Iing. The device is connected directly to the system

with a second chip. Th~ 82730 has two internal buffers. Whi 1st one Is

being used to generaie the display, the other is fi Iled by DMA. This

sophisticated device I, connect~d by blocks of Gata and pointers

res Iding in systerr,,"c'neryand is Idea I for high performance word

processors.

NEC's 7220 grap: Ics display controller supports a pixel map

of 4 M bits, or four planes each of 1024 by 1024 picture elements.

The chip offers zooming, drawing arces, as wei I as limited text fac-

Ilit ies.

AMD manufaci~re~ c range of integrated text and graphics chips
including the 8052 ,sx- controller which Is simi lar in principle to

Intel's 82370, but bas three internal row buffers to provide flicker

free smooth scrol ling of spl It-screen displays. The 8052/8152 set can

handle the Japanese Kanji character set by using two 12 by 24 characters

side by side and redefining one of the attribute bits. Normally only

four of the 12 attribute bits are user redefinable but by programming

a special register eight of the attributes can be redefined - especially

useful for Kanji set, which requires 2500 to 4000 unique characters

or 12 bits of addressing.

t
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MICROPROCESSOR ARCH ITECTURE AND ITS INTEl ;C ING WITH CRT -CONTROLLER

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The basic phi losophy behind the micrc ocessor is one of logical

evolutionary advances in integrated circ~it .sign and in microelectronic

device processing technology. Its first intI juction was largely ignored

by the electronic industry. However, its tro 3ndous and imaginitive

development makes it the most important topi in current technology.

These devices have a tremendous impact, muct i ike the transistor on

the vacuum tube, upon the design of conven, Jnal digital systems

presently employed in instrumentation and c, 'uter networks. Consequently

as more and more pro.duct designer become far; Iiar with the capabi Iities

of microprocessors, the number of new appl i, rions incr~ses geometrically.

Another important feature is that the ';pecial purpose design

and redesign is replaced by relatively simpi programming logic. The

programmed logic can be placed in ROMs whic, have a very regular

s-t:r,,-ct~re_andhence offer_even._greater func' .onal capabi IJty per chip.

The microprocessor combined with memory and nput/output devices forms

a microcomputer whose cost is comptetitive, rh conventional random

logic in an ever increasing number of appl icetions.

The advantages ot a microprocessor wj~h special referrence

to appl ications are:

- greater functional capabi lity

t



- lower manufacturing costs

- offers a high degree of design flexibi lity

- greater rei iabi Iity

higher component density and lower power requiremenT

- replacement of hardware by software logic

- self diagnosis using cOlnputational capabi Iity

- tremendous speed performance.

4.2 8085 ARCHITECTURE AND FUNCTIONAL REPRESENTATION

The 8085 is an 8-bit paral lei general purpose microprocessor

packaged in 40-pin dual in line package <DIP). This offers the user

a high performance solution to control and processing applications.

Fi g. 4.1 shows the 8085 pins and s i9"a Is. In the 8085 microprocessor

are contained the functions of clock generation, system bus control,

and interrupt priority selection' (fig. 4;1). The 8085 transfers data

on an 8-bit, bi-directional 3-state bus (ADo-AD]) which is time

multiplexed so as to also transmit the eight low order address bits.

~ An acditional eight lines (AS-A1S) exp~nc: ;,ystem mei11C)ry_~dressing

capabi Iity to 16 bits, thereby al lowing 64K bytes of memory to be

accessed directly by the CPU. The functional block diagram of intel

8085 m icrop rocessor is shown in fig. 4.2.

t
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The architecture of the 8085 microprocessor can be divided into

three main sections:

i) Register section

ii) Arithmatic and Logic Unit (ALU)

iii) Timing and Control Section (Control Unit)

The 8085 is provided with internal 8-bit registers and 16-bit

registers. Some of them can be used either as 16-bit register pairs.

Register pairs are treated as though they are single, 16-bit regis,ers;

the high-order byte of a pair is located in the first register and

low-order byte is located in the second. The 8-bit registers are

A, B, C, D, E, H, L, Program Status Word (PSW) and instruction register.

Tre eight addressable 8-bit register pairs can be used for many operations

perhaps most important of these is the 8-bit accumulator register (A)

which is the impiied focus of many instructions inciuding the memory

reference, arithmBtic, logic and I/O groups. For some operations this

register is paired with the flag register which itself provides

information about data in the accumuiator after arithmatic and logic

operations Flags bits are provided to report on five pos/ble status

condition as shown in fig. 4.3

The general purpose registers Be, DE, and HL may be used as eight-

bit registers or as three 16-bit registers, interchangabiy depending
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on the instruction being performed. The HL register functions as a data

pointer to reference memory addresses those are either sources or

the destinations in the number of instructions. It is also used as

an accumulator for 16-bit arithmatic. A smaller number of instructions

use the B,C, and D,E, pairs as pointers.

There are two other 16-bit registers which have dedicated

functions. The program counter (PCl is 16 bits long to address upto

64K of memory. It usually addresses the next instruction to be executed

The stack pointer (SP) is 16 bits long. The stack pointer maintains

the address of the last byte entered into the stack. The stack pointer

can be initialized to use any portion of read-write memory as a stack.

The stack pointer is decremented each time data is 'pushed' onto the stack
I

and is incremented each time data is pul led 'poped' off the stack.

The capabi Iities of a microprocessor are determined, to some

extent, by the types of instructions it is able to perform. The 8085

has 80 basic instructions set. Move, load and store instruction groups

provides the abi lii-yto mD~e either 8 or 16 bits Df data between

memory. The abi Iity to branch tD different portion of the program is

provided with jump, jump conditional and computed jumps,-I/O instructions,-

arithmatic and logical operations. The instructions sets are incorporated

directly with the addressing mDdes. The 8085 has four addressing modes:

Direct- Specifies the memory address as part of the instruction.
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Register- Specifies the register or register pair that contains

data.

Register- Specifies the register pair which stores the address

Indiract of data.
Immediate- Specifies the actual data in place of reference

to data.

The abi lity to cal I to and return from subroutines both

conditionally and unconditionally is also an important feature of the

instruction set. A group of 8 restrart instructions which cause an

immediate JLmp to fixed vectors in low memory using only single byte

and are usee for hardware interrupt service or software interrupts.

Double precision operators such as stack manipulation and

double add instructions extend both arithmatic and interrupt handl ing

capabi Iity of the 8085. The abi lity to increment and decrement memory,

the six general registers and the accumulator is provided as wei I as

extended increment and decrement instructions to operate on the register

pair and s.ack pointer. Further capabi lity is provided by the abi lity

to rotate the accumulator left or right through or around the carry bit.

The special instruction group such as no operation, stop

processing execution, complement the contents of accumulator, decimal

arithmatic capabi Iity etc. obviously increase its processing capabi Iity.

t
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4.3 MICROPROCESSOR SELECTION.

The selection of a suitable microprocessor tdpends pri•• ri ly

on the particular appl ication.Since the charactf i~tics of ~r various

processors are quite different. a number of fact, , must be ~, sidered

in making a good choice. From the stanc point of r.9 dosigner, the

selection process involves investigating the sof1 are, hardwar~ and

system design of a candidate processor. software .esign investigation

requires examination of many features including ccchitecture (e.g.

word length and speed) and programming flexibi Ii y. Hardware design

investigation includes examining completeness (ar unt of support

hardware necessary). and system design considers vai I~ble de5ign

aids (both hardware and software)

Word length is ~he fi~st feature usually ( .nsidered. The

determining requirements include analog resolutic , computational

accuracy. character length and width of paral lei nputs or outputs.

Other important architectural. fecTures inc cde tne number of

____ CPU registers~_!ype of return sTack, inTerrupt ~ :abi J ity, interface
structures, and memory types. The number of regi.Ters in the processor

is obviously an important feature of its architecTure. These registers

can reduce references to mainstorages which may conserve both external

memory and time.

t
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The speed of the microprocessor has been gauged using numerous

measures. Some include cycle time, state time, minimum instruction
time, register-to-register 2ddition time and interrupt response time.

The degree of program",ing f Iex ib iiit f can be assessed by an

examination of the processor instruction s£~. Multiple addressing

modes conserve memory, simpl ify programming and increase speed by

using one-word memory reference instructions.

The number of additional IC packages required for a microcomputer

system is an indication of the completeness of the microcomputer set.

Support hardware Is often recuired for clock generation and timing,

memory and I/O control, data and address buffers, multiplexed inputs,

interrupt control and power supply voltages~,

For our system, considering the above mentioned factors, we

have chosen Intel 8085 microprocessor. It has 8-bit word size running

at a speed of 6MHz. The 8-bit microprocessor appears to be a good

,-~---- comprom ise between--the b it-si ze requ Irements for CPU soph ist icat ion

and the data bus size for minimizing the support system complexity.

The avai labi Iity of the compatible peripheral 'chips is also one of

the choosing factors of the 8085.

6 ••
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4.4 CRT CONTROLLER SELECTION

The fol lowing factors play dominant role in the selection of

the CRT-controller for a particular appl ication viz:

- CRT-controller-monitor interface logic

- Character generator logic

- Screen memory interface logic

- Screen memory addressing logic

- Memory contention logic

- Data manipulation logic

A typical CRT controller provides three signals. These signals

are horizontal synchronization (HSYNC), vertical synchronization

(VSYNC) and VIDEO. These signals should be TV standard. Because by
I

using RF modulator a CRT-controller can easi Iy be interfaced with

the TV monitor. The another point is the composite video signal

generation instead of three signals. The advantage of a composite

video signal over three separate input signals is that this composite

.-.-:-.--cc-videosignal can be sent with a signal co-axial cable. This is more

convenient over long cable runs or in systems where the video display

must be switched from one source.to another.

The character generator logic decides the generation of data

serially to the monitor. It converts the paral lei .data into serial

data. So the main selection criteria is the data bus of the character
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generator, which must coincide with the system data bus. Another

is the data generation logic. Because the generation iogic decides

when the data generates and when stops. Our system needs the data

generation depending on the width of the character.

The screen memory interface logic selects the maxinum of screen

memory that may be attached to the CRT-controller.
I

The screen memory addressing logic involves either Iinear or

row/ column addressing. Both of them are used for individual appl ication

The row/column method faci litates the editing functions.

The memory contention logic resolves the screen memory contention

existing between the microprocessor and the CRT-controller. The three

techniques are used such as direct memory access which uti Iizes an
\

external DMA controller to handle the transfer of data between the

microprocessor and the screen memory. The interlaced memory access

uses equal and alternating period of time for access to the screen

memory. The non-display time access uti Iizes-access to screen memory
- - -

--------~during non-display-times-when the CRT-controller logic does not need

access.

The data manipulation logic selects the display unit in normal

mode or reverse video mode or bl inking mode.

For our system, we need a variable width handler CRT-controller

i.e. the display of the character depends on the width of the character.-:

:. to,



The avai lable CRT-controller usually handles fixed-width character.

So, a special purpose CRT-controller should be designed which can

handle variable width character.

4.5 INTERFACING MICROPROCESSOR WITH CRT-CONTROLLER.

A microcomputer system is usually made up of different types of

components, which generally include a microprocessor, memory units,

I/O registers, and peripheral devices. The interconnection of these

components, which is a primary concern in the design of microcomputer

system, must take into account the nature and timing of the signals that

appear at the interfaces between components. For the purpose of

achieving compatibi Iity of signals, it is necessary to select

appropriate components and design supplementary circuits. This is

refered to as interfacing.

Digital hardware interface fal I into two general catagories

of parallel and serial.Parallel interfaces usually are characterized

by short phys ica I distances and high data rates. Ser ia I interfaces

often are characterized by longer physical distances and"lower Gata rates.

The paral lei interfaces involve the connection of components,

such as memory units and input/output registers, to the buses of the

microprocessor. The 8085 interfaces to both memory and I/O devices

by means of READ and WRITE machine cycles, the timing of which are

identical. During each machine cycle the 8085 issues an address and

a control signal, then either sends data out on the bus or reads data

from the bus.

t','J
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The interface between the CRT-controller and the microprocessor

is of paral lei type. It needs a direct connection between the system

address and data bus and the CRT-control ler's screen memory. The

microprocessors are capable of driving a single TTL load. The same

is true for memory devices. So, it is quite often necessary to buffer

the microprocessor and memories when adding components or expanding.

In our system Intel-8216 bi -directional-bus driver is._used as a commu-

nication adapter between the.system data bus. and the CRT-control ler's

data bus. The data of the system is read from and write into the

CRT-control ler's screen memrory with the help of READ and WRITE

operations of the microprocessor.

...'
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CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIABLE WIDTH CHARACTERS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

World's spoken languages are characterized by their graphic

complexity, use of curvil inear segments, unequal horizontal piTCh and

more widespread use of both ascenders and descenders. So there has been

a large diversity in mankind's written symbols, Bengali, Arabic, 1.lanipuri,

Ahmia, Mongolian,Korean languages are represented by their compl icated

and complex graphic symbols. Arabic script, for example, flows from

right to left in curl icues. Thai and other scripts orginal Iy fro~

ancient india have letters that sometimes step around their neighbors.

Korean groups its letter in syllabic clusters. Chinese,the most ancient

written symbols, consists of ten thousands of ideographic characters.

Each character is a miniature cal Iigraphic composition inside its own
I

squa re frame.

5.2 VARIABLE WIDTH CHARACTERS OF DIFFERENT LANGUAGES AND THEIR
CHARACTERISTICS

Worlds Iiving languages do not show any regular pattern. They

raise problems to be computerized. Some characters of different langu-

ages2are depicted in fig. 5.1. (a) Mongol ian is in vertical culumns

(b) Arab ic--written from right to -Ieft in-descend ing-curl-icues7( c l Hebrew

is written from right to left in letters that carry markings (d) Greek

includes a letter sigma that has a special form at the end of a word.

(e) Arabic scripts require the combining of certain letters. (fl Hindi

has letters written out of phonetic order (g) Thai has vowels surro-

unding consonants (h) Korean is characterized by syllabic clusters

(i) Chinese is written with thousands of ideographs (j) Bengal i may

-<-
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5.2.2 ARABIC CHARACTERS

Arabic is a character of graphical complexities of irregular

shape2.For example the Arabic word 'ai-islam' is simply a sequence

of eight letters as shown in fig.5.2 . Their proD~r 'endering r8quirps

some special computations. The first character is c combination of

letters lam and al if. Arabic script requires that this combination

be replaced by a single Iigature that looks much Iike the Greek letter

gamma (b). The next letter is a smal I marking cal led hamza, which have

to be positioned above or below other letters. The sin and its neigh-

bouring Lam-a Iif Iigature wi II join and so they are given spacial join-

lng forms (d) The last character mim lakes different forms depending
on the placing in the word so, Arabic offers a mora complex example

and the most Arabic letters have four forms, depending on whether the

letter stands alone or is at the begining, in the middle or at the enc

of a word. In addition the rules for joining Arabic letters to their

neighbors must accomodate the presence of smal I markings placed above

or below the letters.

5.2.3 JAPANESE CHARACTERS

Jap3nese language2 has the most complex script in the world.

It really chal langes the computer. Because of this complexity, the

Japanese had no reasonable way to type their own languages; more than

90 percent of.al I documents in Japan are hand written or rather handi-

crafted. A sl ip of the writers hand, and a page must be torn up. More-

over, most documents are hard to read unless the writer happens to be

an accompl ished cal Iigrapher. The language is a complex mixture of
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Fig.- 5.2 Process of displaying Arabic word tAL-ISLAM'.

t



thousands kanji (Ideo graphic symbol borrowed from the chinese) and

dozens of kana ( Indigineous phonetic symbols ). So several hundred

graphic requires for typing. The typist analyse each kanji character

and then enter some sequence of code symbols.
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P-ROBLEM OF REPRESENTING VARiABLE WiDTH CHARACTERS IN A RASTER-SCAN
ViDEO DISPLAY UNIT (VDU) AND THEIR SOLUTIONS.

6.1 PROBLEM ARISES IN DISPLAYING VARIABLE WIDTH CHARACTERS.

Normal VDU can display fixed width character. That means each

character has a fixed width and height consisting a fixed number of

dots. The number of scan Iines represents the number of dots in height.

Let us try to real ize the actual problem to represent variable width

in fixed width raster scan VDU. Taking Bengal i as a standard of

variable width characters, let us consider the word I c""\Pn

To display" it, we need to represent the symbol eakar ' -C , first. In

a fixed width domain its graphical symbol using dot pattern may be

of different types as depictea in fig. 6.1 (a), (b), (c). The

graph ica I representat ion of ,", us ing dot pattern is shown in

fig.6.2(b). To display '~', there may be three possibi Ii~ies of

representation as in fig.6.2(d) , (e), (f). In fig. (d), the inter

character gap become dominant. Representation of fig.6.2(e) is acceptable.

Fig.6.2(f) can be acceptable for' 7:J' ' but any character preceding

, L>< I makes inter character gap visible. So graphical transformation

whould "be made carefully. Now the sy~bol ic representation of '>r' is

shown in fig. 6.Z(al.But the symbol' , , may be illustrated in fig.6.2(cJ

~he I , ' to be placed at the bottom side of ';r'o The character

tol lows '>r ' makes inter-character space dominant. Another word,

I ~~ 'a~ises complexity to represent. The character 1 ~ 1 requires

a height greater than normal character height. To accomodate in a

fixed height format, it becomes smaller in size than any other character.



(a) (b) (c)

Fig.- 6.1 Formation of the Symbol ekar '"[' using fixed matrix.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig.- 6.2 Representation of the Symbols ,-;r" ,~', '" and' [?f'.

Fig.- 6.3 Formation of the word ' ~~ , using fixed width format.

f./
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The character ' ~ ' is a conjunct consonant. It requires a separate

graphic symbol. Because the combination of Symbols '"'I' and' ""Ii '

makes a spacing demarcation between the two as shown in fig. 6.4 .

The real problem arises in placing of the symbol ,~, which creates

an inter-character gap. The word '~' creates accomodation problem

in fixed width format. The symbo I 'W' requ ires a dot-pattern of

axlO matrix. But we have a maximum dimension of matrix axa. The symbol

I", ' is to be placed just below the symbol ,-.,-'. As there is no space

to place it, it may be pleaced at the left corner of the lower portion

as shown in fig. 6.5 . Again to represent the letter I ~ " the

possible way is shown in fig. 6.6 . In this case, there is a gap

between I b , and 'Iz'. It seems that they are two separate characters.

using fixed width format as shown in

but the symbol I <IJ<.' is actua Ily

of the word ' ~~~~

single character. The dot-pattern

fig. 6.7 . The supe:-position of ikar ,+-, on ,,..-,and ':Ji ' makes

problem. Simi larly the word I ~, does. Analyzing and comparing the

aforementioned figures, some of them may be loosely acceptable but

the appropriate representation is not possible.

From the above examples, it is clear that the computer should

be instructed to consider each letters context before choosing its

rendered shape. If the whole process is done by software programming,

then al I the contigencies should be taken into account and the computer

makes computation in determining the final appearance of the text. So,

this requires a complex algorithm to manipulate the letters and makes

the software complex. it becomes a slow process. Although the slowness

.6



~
Fig.- 6.4 Representation of the word '~'; dominant

inter character gap and greater height visible.

Fig.- 6.5 Representation of the word I~'; accomodation
problem dominant in fixed width format.

Fig.- 6.6 Formation of the word 1 ~'.
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Fig.- 6.7 Representation of the word I Bri}>~~l,. inter-character gap. placement of
character and greater height problems make unpleasent display •
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is not conceivable to operator, but it has a meaning interms of

CPU time. So, for real time appl ication, however, the hardware approach

may be more efficient.

6.2 DESIGN CONCEPT

The hardware interfacing of the desplay unit with CPU for the

variable width characters really challenges us and to surmount it

a complex algorithm is required. To implement this algorithm in

hardware, a complex circuitry is to be developed. Analyzing the

different types of characters in a coding scheme and concatenating them

to form characters, the theoretical framework should be developed.

In section 1.3 we have discussed different approaches in designing

variable w1dth character generation and display. Graphic mode approach

shows slow and cumbersome process. It require~ a complex software.

The main disadvantage is the Jaggies produced by the bit map dots.

The normal approach uses fixed width format video display unit. Using

fixed width format, the problem that arises has been described in

detai I in the section 6.1. So, a spec!..-alhardware based display unit

should be designed. Using Bengali as a standard for the variable width

complex and composite characters, the design approach has been developed.

For this reason a vigorous analysis is required. By encoding the

variable width character in a matrix of dots, the idea or concept of

design may be made.

t
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On the basis of coding analysis, the different types of words

comprising the variable width characters have been considered for

helping the design. Let us consider the word ' ~~~ After

much analysis, its actual graphic symbol can be represented as shown

in fig. 6.S(a). The width of the symbol , :zr , is composed of 5 dots.

So a 5xS matrix is required. The symbol ,~ ' requires 6 dots but
,

the symbol ,~ , requires only 4 dots for its width. The coding shows

the matrices of different dimensions for the different characters.

To display the characters in the format shown, the character generator

logic should be such that it examines every dot and when it reaches

the control dot, the dot generation in VDU stops and displays the dot-

pattern of the next character. So during coding the bit-pattern of the

characters, a control bit should be placed in the matrix as in fig.7.18

to examine it by hardware logic. Again to display the word ,~~ "

the symbo I '" , is to be p Iaced just be Iow the ' ""'"'. Us ing software

logic, the positioning problem can be solved. But to maintain proportional

spacing, the software becomes mora complex. It requires another charac,er

row. Simi lary, the word ' , demands 3-character rows to

display. The symbol ,~ ' requires 16-dot rows. Actually three characters

comprise the symbol. The software logic should account each character

position to join them. But sacrificing some graphic quality i.e. by

placing the symbol" , just by the side.of the bottom portion of ,~

and accomodating

hardware logic.

," , in SxS matrix, the problem can be solved by
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Fig.- 6.e (a) Representation of the word ,;zn~M1>;l" 'using
Variable width format.

Fig.-6.8 (b) Representation of the word '~ I using variable
width format. The placement of thJ symbo I 1 <..'
makes it unpleasent.

...•
Fig.- 6.8 (c) Representation of the word I 7Iu~ using

variable width format; greater height problem
and placement of characters sti II remain:
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The accomodation of variable width character in a fixed-

character row may raise problem. Because the accomodation of letters

in a line depends on the width of the characters. That is the number

of letters may vary from another Iine. For example, 80 characters

may occupy in one Iine, whereas the next Iine may accomodate 60

characters. In this case there is a posslbi lity of spliting a character

at the end of a iine creating an unpleasant display. To avoid this, the

design flexibi Ifty should be such that the baud-rate clock is generated

just after the completion of dot-pattern paint to the CRT for different

~idth characters. The character address counter should be incremented

after the generation of every character clock pulse.

16.3 CHARACTER GENERATION LOGIC

The character generation logic involves hardware logic. The

generation of characters mainly depends on the coding scheme. The

fol lowing sequential logic modules would be required for character

generation :

I) Screen memory Logic

ii) Character generator Logic.

iii) Address counter Logic.

6.3.1 SCREEN MEMORY LOGIC

The screen memory logic decides the entering of the data via
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SCREEN MEMORY LOGIC

Special code is sent
~hrough the 'address bus

No

Generate Low '0',Pu Ise

Is th 'ormat of the code
= 1111XXXXXXXXXXX

X= Don't care

Generate high '1' pulse

Sets the select bit of
the multiplexer to low '0'

Enables the memory scanner line

Sets the select bit of
the multiplexer to high '1'

Enables the system address bus

,
SCREEN MEMORY ADDRESSiNG LOGIC

The most significant two address bits
are used to select the 4k byte RAM

Are MEMWR =0 and
""'-

No

Data is read out from the
screen memory.

MEMR=l
Yes

Data is writTen into the
screen memory.

Fig.-6;9 Flow chart for screen memory logic.
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system address bus or refreshing memory scanner. The most significant

4 address bits are used to select either the system bus or memory

scanner. The flow chart of fig.6.9

implemented in hardware logic.

6.3.2 CHARACTER GENERATOR LOGIC

performs this task which is

The first step of the char.acter,generator logic is to select

the character generator chip. A particular code is used to select

and another code is used to deselect the chip. From the character

generator, the dot-pattern is loaded into the paral lei serial shift

register. The code is shifted out serially depending on the code

accepted by the hardware logic. The frequency of data generation of
Ia code is used to count the address counter. That is the logic would

stop the dot generation after receiving the control dot. The flow

chart of the whole logic is shown in fig.6. 10 .

.6.3.3 ADDRESS COUNTER LOG IC

The address counter logic decides the counting of maximum of

characters within a character row. The counting of each character

address is activated by the stop bit of the character generator logic

The maximum of 128 variable width character can be accomodated within

a character row. The total number of tv scan Iines are also counted.

The maximum of 312 scan Iines are used for the total video desplay

The flow chart of the address counter logic is whown in fig. 6.11

I,I



CHARACTER GENERATOR LOGIC

A code is sent through data bus

Is the format of the code=OXOOOOOO

Yes

The character generator is selected. The
address location of the character generator
also selected depending on X.

The data addresses the character generaTor
for the generation of the appropriate dot-
pattern of the particul""r code.

The dot-pattern is loaded paral lely into
the paral lei to series shift register.

At the dot rate, the dot-pattern is shifted
out serially to the left.

The 8-bit dot pattern is sensed bY,the.
hardware logic.

Is the format of bit-pattern=01111111

t
Fig.-6.10 Flow chart for character generator logic.
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Load the new dot-pattern into
paral lei series register.

Is the blanking signal is received

Yes

Stops generation of character
in a character row.

The dot-pattern is passed
through the EXCLUSIVE OR Logic

No

Is the one of the logic inputs excepting data=O
Yes

Inverted data is displayed Normal data is displayed.

Fig.-6.10 Flow chart for character generator logic.

t
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No

CHARACTER ADDRESS COUNTER LOGIC

Generates a high '1' pulse to the
character address counter

Increment the character address
counter by 1 upto 128.

Is the trai Iing edge of the
LSYNC pulse is received.'

Yes

The counting of characters
wit hin a sca n line stops._

The counter is set to Zero

Increment scan line counter by one~-:- ~-~

Is .the scan line counter=312

Yes

Initialize scan Iin~ counter

Fig.-6.11 Flow chart for character address counter logic.
.,
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6.4 HARDWARE CONFIGURATION

The hardware configuration involves the different logic modules

and their synchronization to form the whole module. Screen memory logic

includes screen memory RAM and logic gates. Intel-2114 I024x4-bit

is a static memory, no clocks are required. The chip select logic of

screen memory uses NAND and INVERTER gates. The most significant two

address bits are used to select the 22=4k byte memory. The multiplexer

74157-Quad-2- Input is used as address selector. The select bit of the

multiplexer selects one of the two address sets. The four most significant

address bits are passed through NAND logic i.e. when the address bits
are one, logic gives low' 0'

The chip select 16gic of the character generator .includes NAND and NOR

gates. The 8 -data Iines are used for this purpose. A register is

used to store the select bit to zero, unti I an another code is issued

to destroy it. The shifting logic involves the 74194 paral lei to serial

shift register. The. loading of new code to the shift register uses

NAND and NOR logic. After sensing a particular code, the logic gives

a high pulse which is used to load the new codejone of the registers is

set to high input right shift serial mode. As a result each bit is

shifted serially within the time between the loading of two codes.

The number of loading of new code from the character generator
to the shift-register is counted by the address counter. The maximum
of 128 counting should be done. The two divide by 16 binary counters
7493 are used for this purpose. The line blanking pulse is connected

,: ..

6
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to the reset input of the counters. As a result the counting is done

within a tv scan Iine. The block diagram of all logic modules and

their interconnections are shown in fig. 6.12.
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CHARACTER
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SELECTION
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Fig.-6.12 Block diagram of hardware configuration. tr;



SYSTE~ HARDWARE DESIG~

7.1 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM

The functional block diagram of the whole design is shown in

fig. 7.1 in a simpl ified form. The, function of the display unit is to

generate Iine and frame synchronizing signal for the television raster.

The display unit also generates dot-frequency, character frequency,

chracter address counter pulses and dot-row selector frequency. The Video

signal from the incoming character codes finally combine with the

synchronizing signal to produce an 'analog drive composite video signal

for the CRT'to display the required characters. The functional description

of the individual units is given under separate headings. The detai led

circuit diagram is shown in Appendix-D. The Iist of components used is

shown in Appendix-A and their pin configurations and characteristics

are shown in Appendix-B.

7.1.1 MASTER CLOCK GENERATOR

This is the part of the circuit which generates master clock

pulse or dot-pulse at the right instant, in the right shape and with

the right strength. Dividing this pulse by the required numbers al I

other pulses are deriv~d.~ _

It is no exaggeration to say that this part of the display unit

is the heart of the compl icated and sensitive organism represented by

the digital to CRT display scanner, it is the source of al I frequency

generators. SN 7414 IC is used for the master clock generator. The

schmitt trigger inverter is used as a clock generator. It is nothing
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but an RC osci Ilator. The maximum frequency is IIRC Hz. By varying the

potentiometer, the"osci Ilator's output can be obtained from zero to the
desired value.

7.1.2 CHARACTER CLOCK GENERATOR

The character clock frequency is derived from the dot-frequency

dividing by seven~ SN 7493 binary counter is used for this purpose.

The output of the character clock generator is passed to the address

selector and to the synchron generator.

7.1.3. SYNCHRON GENERATOR

The Synchron generator uses C.C. I.R-625 line standard. Us ing

fundamental dot-frequency, frame and Iine frequency are derived. Five

SN 7493 binary counters are used incorporated with hardware logic. The

hardware logic uses different types of logic gates. Blanking signals

are also produced from this section. Therefore, if the pulses of the

synchron generator ceases their regular beat, the messages sent by the

data register would fal I into hopeless condition. The pulse trains from

the synchron generator ensure the scanning beams of the receivers

which are deflected exactly in the same pattern as that of the character
picture stored at the screen memory.
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7.1.4 CHARACTER GENERATOR

The character generator used in this display unit consists of

a electrically programmable ROM with 2k byte memory. The circuitry

of the EPROM is entirely static, no clocks are required.

The PROM is programmed with variable alphanumeric characters

and also with special character. There is a provision.to store the

character sets at different locations. In this case from one location

fixed width character set is stored and from another location

variable width character set is stored. The programming is done in

the form of 8x8 matrix as shown in -.Appendix-C.

The Intel-2716 EPROM is used as character generator. The 2716

has the simplest and fastest method yet devised for programming EPROMs

-single pulse. TTL-level programming. No need for high voltage pulsing

because al I.programming controls are handled by TTL signals. Programming

at any location at any time - either individually or at random, with

the 2716's single address location programming. Total programming

time_for al I 16,384 bits is only 100 seconds.

7.1.5 SCREEN MEMORY

The screen memory is comprised of eight InteJ-2114 RAM (IC32,

IC33, IC34, IC35, IC36, IC37, IC38, IC39). Each cons ists of 1024x4

bits. It uses fully DC stable (static) circuitry throughout, in both

the array and the decoding, therefore it requires no clocks or
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refreshing to operate. Data access is particularly simple since

address set up times are not required. The data is read out non-

destructively and has the same polarity as the input data. The total

screen memory is composed of 4k byte of memory. As each RAM bus has a
4 bit data bus every pair of RAM's comprise an eight bit data bus.

A hardware logic is used for addressing 4k byte screen memory. The

most significant two address bits are used as logic bits. The 22=4

addressing is done by this technique. The addressing to the screen

memory is done either by system bus or by address counter Via an
address selector.

7.1.6 ADDRESS SELECTOR

It has already been described that the address inputs of the
l

refreshing memory is obtained either from the system bus or from the

memory scanner. The address selector is nothing but a multiplexer.

The circuit diagram is shown in fig. 7.13. The multiplexers with the

help of logic control circuit constitute the address selector which'

-:c--sE;'l~cts-onecCl.f_-the_input.-addresses. That means,. the address selector

decides working either in the refreshing mode or in the system mode.

7.1.7 MEMORY SCANNER AND REFRESHER

The main function of this part of the circuit is to provide

row and character address information for the refreshing memory (RAM)

when reading it i.e. when data is displayed as' characters on the

screen. The memory scanner consists of two parts:

1) Character address counter.

2) Character row counter.



7.1.7.1 CHARACTER ADDRESS COUNTER

The character address counter counts the character addresses

of the screen memory that is displayed on the screen. This address

is communicated to the cursor unit for the cursor to be displayed

at the proper place. With the change of position of the cursor unit,

address counter either incremented or decremented. Here the character

address counter consists of four divide by 16 binary counters. The

two counters count a maximum of 128 characters in a TV Iine. The

counting of the characters depend on the hardware logic. They decide

the maximum of characters to be displayed in a line.

To handle composite and complex variable width characters

where super_impose, steparound and cluster of characters occur, the

character address counter uses software logic.Each letter may be

formed by using 3 character rows. So, one character is composed of

24 tv lines and each character may have three or more than three

character addresses. The software logic wi II enable to display the

character by concatenating different parts of character maintaining

propotionar~pacing among-the characters. Actually the character

address counter is located in the system memory and points to a

particular location of display of two or more actual character addresses.

It is a programmable counter and can be programmed to load any value

within the maximum limit.
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7.1.7.2 CHARACTER ROW COUNTER

The number of television Iines constituting a character row

varies with the number of character rows per picture designed. The

hardware is capable of displaying 8 lines per character row. The

Sn 7493 binary counter counts dot-row Iines. Using fixed character

row lines, 5 rows per character constitute the character symbol dots

and the remaining form the spacing lines. So, there is a 2-dot line

space between the character rows.

The variable width composite character may form a character

of two or three character rows i.e. each character may be composed of

either 16 or .24 tv Iines. In that case 16 tv Iines constitute dot-

symbol and the rest form spacing Iines. A complex software logic
l

requires to join the hardware generated character row lines.

7.1.8 CURSOR DISPLAY UNIT

The curso~ display unit initiates the display of the cursor

at the character position. Where the next character wi II be displayed.

The hardware logic circuit incorporated with the software logic is

used for the cursor display unit. Here the cursor may be rectangular

shape or horizontal Iine. It may be reverse video or normal or

bl inking type. So it is programmable. There are individual codes to

select the particular mode. The codes are generated by giving command
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through system address Bus. At each time, the cursor notes the

appropriate screen memory address number. The currently displayed

character at the position of the cursor is behind the cursor and can

only be seen if the cursor is moved from that place. Actually the

cursor display unit functions with the help of cursor character

counter and cursor row counter.

7.1.9 CURSOR CHARACTER COUNTER

The cursor character counter points to the position of a

character within a row. It works in commbination with character

address counter ..The cursor character countor is one greater than the

character address counTer because if indicaTes the position of the

character to be displayed next. Here the cursor characTer counter

is made up of software logic ..The cursor characTer counter consisTs

of 'CURSOR - RIGHT' and 'CURSOR-LEFT' logic. The flow-chart of the

counter is given in fig. 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4.

7.1.10 CURSOR ROW'COUNTER

The cursor row counter indicates the row where the cursor

wou Id be d isp Iayed. It is programmab Ie depend ing on .the number of

character row/picture selected i.e. it works in combination with

character row'address counter. It counts up one if received'CURSOR-

DOWN' command and counts down one if received 'CURSOR-UP' command.
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CURSOR INITIALIZATION ROUTINE

Set the code of the cursor

- ,

Cursor address counter (CAC)=O

t
Return

_.

Fig.- 7.2 The flow-chart of the cursor initial ization logic.

DISPLAY ROUTINE

Load the value of the CAC td the
- system memory address (SMA)

I

Send the Cursor code to the data bus at the SMA

•- --- -- - -
Send video select signa I

, ,

,

Generate the code at the character generator

•Cursor is displayed at the video screen from
shifting out the code' serial Iy from the shi ft j

register.

Fig.- 7.3 The flow chart of the display routine logic.

t
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CURSOR RIGHT LOGIC

Key pressed
CAC; CAC+l

CAU DISPLAY ROUTINE

Is CAC; 128
No

Yes

Return

CURSOR LEFT LOGIC

Key pressed
CAC; CAC-1

CALL Display Routine

Is CAC; 0 .
No

Yes

Return

Fig.- 7.4 The flow chart of the cursor right and left logic.
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CURSOR UP LOGIC

Key pressed
CAC=CAC-128

CALL Display Routine

No

Is CAC= 0

Yes

Return

CURSOR DOWN LOGIC

Key pressed
CAC= CAC+128

Cal I display Routine

No

Is CAC= 128

Yes

Return

Fig.- 7.5 The flow chart of the cursor up and cursor down logic.

.....
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The status of cursor is stored to signify the cursor row position

and also to produce to the display circuit for displaying the cursor

at the proper row. The flow chart of this logic is given in fig. 7.2,
7.3 and 7.5.
7.1.11 PARALLEL-SERIES CONVERTER AND VIDEO-COMBINER

The data comes out from the character generator in paral lei

form. Then it is shifted serially to form serial video signai. The

serial video signal is needed to form a composite video signal. This

system uses a special hardware logic circuit for the paral lei to series

conversion. The conversion takes place depending on the bit-pattern

of code. Because the hardware logic can sense the every bit-pattern

of the codes. The shifting occurs only for the acceptable bit-pattern

of the codes.
I '

The video combiner combines the character video signal, line

synchronizing signal, frame synchronizing signal and blanking signal into

a composite video signal.

7.1.12 CRT-MONITOR~INTERFACE - ~ - ~ ~------

The CRT monitor interface includes al I standard tv signals

generation and their combination. The line synchron signal uses TV

standard signal 64JLsec. The blanking signal is of 20 msec. The

composition is done by using level shifting of blanking signal to

form a fine stair-case composite video signal.
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1.2 OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM

The detai led circuit diagram of the system consists of the

fol lowing sections:

i) Master clock generator circuitry.

ii) Character clock generator circuitry;

iii) Synchron generator circuitry.

iv) Character generator circuitry

v) Screen memory circuitry.

vi) Address selector circuitry.

vi i) Memory Scanner and refresher circuitry.

vi ii) Data manipulation circuitry

ix) CRT-monitor interface circuitry.

The operations of the above sections are depicted in separate

heading. The circuit analysis trom the design angle is aiso given.

A Iist of components used in the system has been given in the appendix.

7.2.1 MASTER CLOC~ GENERATOR CIRCUITRY

The circuit diagram of this section is shown in fig. 7.6

Since 7414 is a schmitt trigger inverTer, The RC osci IlaTor shows

a stable and fine output. The teed back resiSTors R1 and R2 Turn

IC1(A) into positive feed back ampl ifier. The R1=390 ohms and R2 is

a potentiometer of 5 K-ohms. The capacitor(C1) has been chosen a

value of 130 pf. So the maximum value is (1~ 390x130xlO-12= 20)

MHz. It can cover a range of more than 1:15 by variation of R only.
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The output of IC1(A) is a square wave. A complementary but a fine

square wave is avai lable at the output of IC1 (B). The timing diagram

of both the output is shown in fig. 7.6.

7.2.2 CHARACTER CLOCK GENERATOR CIRCUITRY

The circuit diagram is shown in fig.7.7. The dot-frequency

is passed through the divide by 16.SN 7493 binary counter. The QD (Z2)
I

output triggers after eight dot pulses. This output is passed to the

first character address of the address selector. QD is connected to Bin of

IC3 to produce Znd character pulse. The timing diagrams of these

outputs are shown in fig. 7.7.

7.Z.3 SYNCHRON GENERATOR CIRCUITRY

The circuitry of the synchron ge~erator shows a complex

network. The fig. shows the diagramatic form how the various pulses

are produced. The account should be fol lowed with the aid of the

circuit diagram in fig. 7.8.

The starting point is the character clock frequency of ICZ

which is QD(Z3) and is produced by divided by 16 dot-clock pulse or

divided by 2 character clock.

To obtain the Iine frequency, the output QA is connected to

the input of inverter of IC8 (A) gives pulse after 8 character pulses.

It is connected to the input of NAND gate IC9 (A) which is a part of

flip-flop. The output Qc of IC3, the output of QD of IC4 and the output
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of ICB (C) are connected to the NAND gate IC10 (A). After NANDing,

the output IC10 (A) gives a high pulse after (64+2=66) pulses. The

logic used here is that the fundamental character clock frequency

now divided by 16 is passed through an inverter to set the fl ip-flop

IC9(A,B) after 4 pulses. The fl ip-flop remains in the set position

unti I i21+26)=66 pulses pass through IC10 (A)(13,2) i.e. after 66

pulses the fl ip flop IC9(A,B) 'becomes reset. The counters IC3 and

IC4 reset after B4 character pulses i.e. ANDing (IC12(A» the putputs

of OD(23) of IC3, OB (25) of IC4 and OD (27) of IC4 to the reset

inputs of IC3 and lC4. The output of fl ip-flop IC9(A) would be line

frequency or horizontal synchronization frequency i.e. 1/84th of

character clock frequency. The Iine synchronization pulse is an

inverted pulse. The delay of which is of (64-B)=56 pulses and the
1

width is of (B4-64)=20 pulses. A complementary but a fine synchronization

is pulse is obtained at the output of IC13 (D).

The Iine blanking pulse is avai lable at the output of IC13(B)

of the fl ip-flop. The Iine blanking starts, when 512 dots are drawn

- per 8 dots for each of the 64 characters in a line, i.e. Bx64=512

dots in a tv Iine. This is ensured by connecting OB of IC3 to ICll (A)

OD of IC4 to IC8 (B), the output of IC8 (B) to ICll(A) and the output

of ICll(A)to the input of the fl ip-flop ICll(B,C). Another connections

OD of IC3 to IC11(D), OD of IC4 to ICll (D) and the output of ICll (D)

to the another input of fl ip-flop IC11 (B,C). The logic used here

t
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is that the output of the NAND gate IC 11 (D) resets the fl ip-flop

ICllIB,C) after the 2nd character pulse and sets after 64 character pulses

The frame synchronizing pulse and the frame blanking pulse are

derived by using three binary counters IC5, IC6, IC7. The line synchro-

nization pulse is fed into the counter IC5, which is the fundamental

frequency of the frame synchronizing pulse. After dividing this

fundamental osci Ilation by 7, the pulse width of delay 4864% is

avai lable in the complentary form at the NAND gate IC8 (D) output. This

is passed through the set input of a fl ip-flop IC13 (A,B).

4 8The output of IC14 is "0" upto (2 +2 =272) pulses, then "1" and

"0" depending on the Iine sync pulses of 0c of IC14. The counter IC6

and IC7 reset after 1272+23+25=312) pulses. So the frequency avai lable

at the output of the flip-flop IC13 lA,B) is divided by 312 of fundamental

osci Ilation i,e, after 312 Iine pulses the fl ip-flop sets. The output of

IC13 (C) is "1" upto 272 line synchron pulses and becomes "0" depending

on the state of IC14. Thus the frame synchronization pulse is avai lable
-at output of pulse former fl ip-flop IC13 (A,B) and an NAND G~tput after

312 Iine synchronization pulses.

The frame blanking pulse is avai lable at the output 0D of IC7.

It is obtained after 256 Iine synchronization pulses and it has a

width of 1312-256=56) pulses. An inverted Iine blanking pulse is

avai lable at the output of IC8(E).
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The combined synchronization pulse is avei lable after NANDing

at the output of IC13 (D). Simi larly the combined blanking pulse is

avai lable after NANDing at the output of IC16 (A)

7.2.4 CHARACTER GENERATOR CIRCUITRY

The character generator and its associated logic circuits are

shown in fig. 7.9. The IC20 is used as character generator. The highest

8th bit of the data bus of the screen memory is used to select the

character generator chip. The chip select of the character generator

not only depend on the most significant data bit but also on the

particular code generated by the screen memory. The code is processed

by the logic gates IC17 (A), IC17(B), IC18 (A) IC19(A) IC18W), IC19(B),

IC21(A) and IC21(B), To select the char~cter gEnerator al I data bits

should be zero except the 7th bit. Once the code is sent, the character

generator is selected for 7hat time unti II an071 er code is sent to '

deselect the chip. The deselect code,consists 0 six least significant

bits of zero, the 8th bit of one and the 7tl, ! ,- of don't care stete.

The codes are s~o"n if fig.7.10. varying ani; C = 7th bit of the chip

select code, the character sets on two loca, len, of tne character generaTor

can be selected. The chip select and the adG-ss, bit are temporari Iy

stored in the register IC21. The least signi" iGtnt seven character bits

determine the address in the character genereTor where the dot matrix

picture of the respective character code is proc,ammed.
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2 o •• Bit No

l t_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~::~:::i:n of
character Generator
Address

Bit -No7 6 5 4 3 2 o

00= Zero -Iocation
to 1K

01= 1K location
to 1K.

[_1_1 0 1 0 I 0 1 0 I 0 I 0 I
~ l__ -........-)

AI 4 AI ways Zero

- Data Man i pu Iat ior,
Bits.

X= Don't care

Fig.- 7.10 Character generator selection codes and
Data manipulation codes.

00= Inverse without
b link ing

01= Normal without
blinking

lX= Normal with
bl inking



The lower four bit addresses from the dot-row counter points

to the row in the matrix that is to be read out. These bits are actually

connected to the three raster address or scan Iine counter outputs

(CG1, CG2 and CG3). These outputs comprise one set of inputs to the

character generator, whi Ie the data from the screen memory comprise

the second set of character address to the character generator. The

(CG1-CG3) outputs can represent scan Iine counter ranging from to 8

and thus the character rows can be comprised of upto 8 scan Iine. The

scan Iines are incremented at the horizontal synchronization rate.The

scan Iine counter outputs are held steady during each horizontal

scan line whi Ie the character codes are being output. Upon completion

of each scan Iine, the counter outputs ~re incremented to the next

line of dots for the character codes that wi II be output.

Data from the screen memory serves as the symbol or character

address to the character generator. This address is then used to access

the character generator ROM which holds the dot-pattern for this symbol.

The dot-pattern is read out of ROM and loaded into paral lel-to-serial

shift register and then shifted out serially to create video signal.

7.2.5 SCREEN MEMORY CIRCUITRY

The screen memory circuitry comprises the refreshing RAM and

its associated logic circuits. The twelve system address Iines or

character address counter lines are used for addressing; Quad-2-input
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multiplexer is used for addressing screen memory either by microprocessor

or by CRT controller. Since both the microprocessor and the CRT

control ier must be able to address screen memory, there should be some

sort of memory contention logic to resolve confi icts between 'two.

This logic sends VDSEL=O during microprocessor addressing and VDSEL=l

during CRT-controller addressing. The logic module is shown is fig.7•11(a)

The most significant 4 bits of the system address bus is used for

this purpose. The three address lines (A13' A14, and A15) pass through

the AND gate IC12(C) and the output of IC12(C), the address line A12

and the MEMR and MEMWR lines are passed through the NAND gate IC10(B)

to give the VDSEL output. The VDSEL output and the MEMWR Iine pass

through AND gate IC40(A) to get VWR signal. Keeping al I the address

lines (A12-A15) "1" and during microprocessor read or write operation

VDSEL is set to zero i.e. the reading and writing of the screen memory

is done through VWR signal. When VWR=O data is written into the screen

memory while VWR=l data is written into the character generator.

The chip select logic module is shown in fig.7.11(bl.Th~ 10th

and 11th address Iines are used to select the pairs of screen memory

RAM. Using rnverters and NAND gates, chip select decoding logic module

is made. The 22=4 outputs are avai lable at the outputs of IC27. The

screen memory map and the chip select map is depicted in fig.7.12.

The data bus of the microprocessor is connected to the data

bus of the screen memory through two bi-directional bus driver

t
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EFFF
EFOO IC33-IC35

EBFF
EBOO IC36-IC38
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I r0000

---- --- -
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0 a

a 1

1 a

1 1 -

SELECT

SELECT

SELECT

SELECT

IC37 - IC39

IC32 - IC34

IC36 - IC38

IC33 - IC35

Fig.- 7.12 Screen memory map and their chip Select codes.
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(IC42 and IC43). Therefore data in or out to and from the microprocessor

is done depending on VDSEL and VWR logic.

7.2.6 ADDRESS SELECTDR CIRCUITRY

The address selector circuits consist of three Quad 2-input

multiplexers' and the logic control circuit. Sn 74157 multiplexer is

.used for this purpose. There are two sets of inputs, one set of

inputs is directly connected to the system 'bus and the other set is

connected to the memory scanner of the CRT-contra IIer. In fig.7.13 "

IC44, IC45 and IC46 constitute the address selector. The select input

VDESL determines whether the input from the system bus or from the

memory scanner. The VDESL input depends on the logic circuit of iig.

The most significant 4 address bits (Al2' A13' Al4 and A15) and the
\

MEMR and ~~EMWR signal make VDSEL either "0" or "1" state., During

VDSEL=l, the address selector allows the system address bus (Al-All)

as inputs whi Ie VDSEL =0 selects memory scanner imputs (MAO-MAll)'

The outputs of the address selector are directly connected to the
addresses of screen memory tor addressing the screen memory.

7.2.7 MEMORY SCANNER AND REFRESHER CIRCUITRY

This circuit provide row and character address information to

the character generator. The row and character address information

are appl ied,to the RAM via 'address selector. The extraction of 'characters

from the memory and their display on the screen at the rate of O.66MHz'
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This is the maximum acceptable frequency used by the refreshing memory.

The number of Iines used in each frame for displaying characters

is 312 and the television Iines for each character row are 8. So,

there should be a separate counter for row and character address and

their proper functions ensure the displayabi Iity of characters. The

operations of the character address and row counter are depicted in

separate headings.
~-., .; ..

7.2.7.1 CHARACTER ADDRESS COUNTER CIRCUITRY .J,. • ": •• " .
1.' .

The address counter circuit consists'of 4-binary divide by 16

counters and a hardware logic. After coming out the dot-pattern codes

from the character generajor the every dot-pattern is sensed by hardware

logicc ircu it. The IC25 (A, B, C), Ic 17 (C, D),~ IC 18, IC26 (Bl).,

consititute the logic circuit as shown in fi~.~.14. ~ For a particular

code the output of IC25(C) goes to high "0" state. The output and

the output of IC18(B), which is normally at "1". state, pass to the

NAND gate IC26 (B) to give a pu Ise to the address coun'ter~1C28.ihe
- ~ -- -- - - c:::::--=-::------::=--=========="'_=~

two counters, IC28 and IC29, count the number of character addresses

within a Iine synchronizing pulse. After the extraction of 'dot-pattern

of character from the character generator, the character address is

incremented., The maxinum counting within a Iine synchronizing pulse

is 128. After every Iine synchronization pulse, the two counters

IC28 and IC29 reset. The counting upto 4K is done by the counters
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IC6 and lC7. The counters IC6 and IC7 count addresses after 128 i.e.

they generate character pulse after the total tv lines within.a

character within a character row that has already been scanned. The

Iines (MAO-MAll) are connected to the address selector. During VDSEL=l

character written in a particular address is displayed on the screen.

7.2.7.2 CHARACTER ROW COUNTER CIRCUITRY

This part of the circuit provides row address for the refreshing

memory i.e. ~ block of 128 by maximum of 8-bit is selected for

d isp Iay ing. The IC5 is used as a counter. It generates the pu Ises

(CG1-CG3) of required frequency. These Iines are connected (AO-A2)

addresses of the character generator. They generate 8 tv scan lines

per character address. This is }he period when the cursor is displayed

at the memory position where the next character is to be stored. Th~

circuit and the timing diagram is shown in fig. 7.15 ..

7.2.8 DATA MANIPULATION LOGIC CIRCUITRY

This.circuit uses some logic to select different modes of data
- - - ----- - ----~-display;-It is programmable and can be programmed-to display character

in Normal , ~Inverse and BI inking' mode. The bl inking of character

can be.made in norma I mode. The code is sent in the form of data

through data bus. The format of the code is shown in fig.7.10

The registe~ IC23 (A,B) and IC24 (B) are used to program the required

code. Once the code is programmed it is stored in the registers unless
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GG1 CG2 CG3

11 14 12
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Fig.- 7.15 character row counter.
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they are loaded by another code. The registers IC23(A, B) act as to

select data either in normal or inverse mode. The register IC24(A)

decides the blinking mode. Actually the most significant two bits of

the code selects the different mode.

The bl inking of the character is done through a bl inking pulse

generator and a register. The bi inking pulse generator is made by

using 555-timer. It generates 1Hz pulse. The output is passed through

the clock input of the register IC24(B). The register output is

connected to the NAND gate IC26(D). The output status of IC26(D)

depends on the state of the register IC24(A).

7.2.9 PARALLEL-SERIES CONVERTER AND VIDEO-COMBINER CIRCUITRY

The paral lei outputs from the character generator, containing

dot-row information about a character, go to the shift registers

IC22A and IC22B. The circuit diagram is shown in fig. 7.17 . The

shift register converts them to serial video signal avai lable at the

outout of the EXCLUS IVE OR gate IC4 1. The sh ift reg isters are of

4-bit types. They are connected in series and set in right shifT mode.

The shift right serial input of the shift register IC228 is alwavs

set to high "1" state. The clock for parallel to series conversion

uses 'DOT CLOCK'. At each dot pulse, the code is shifted and checked

by the logic circuit. During this shifting when a particular code is

created which is shown in fig. 7.18 ., the shift registers load new
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o •• Bit no

0 1, 1 1 " 1 1 1
!

Ul__ ~ __ J
~---- Always 1

Aiwayso

Fig.-18 Code for Loading Paral lely from the character generator to
the shift register.
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code. The loading of new code is ensured QY the pulse avai lable at

the output of IC25(0). Thus, the.correct clock pulse permit to load

the desired character dot-information.

The data at the output of XOR gate IC41, depending on the

logic generated inverse, normal and bl inking, is avai lable at the

inverter IC31(E). This character dot-information combined with the synchron

and the blanking signal. which is avai labie at output of IC50(B).

The contro I .circu it us ing software logic a Ilows the video informat ion

to go unchanged, invert or bl inking depending on the command issued.

7.2.10 CRT-MONITOR INTERFACE CIRCUITRY

The CRT-monitor interface circuit is illustrated in fig.7.19.

The composite synchronization (SYNC) output combines both HSYNC and

VSYNC signals for CRT monitors is avai lable at the output of IC13(0)

The horizontal blanking and vertical blanking pulse is avai lable at

the output of IC16(AJ. The blanking signal wi II be set high during

horizontal and verticBI retrace time and used to turn off VIDEC

during the intervals. Writing to or reading from The screen memory

is programmable. The most significant four address bits are used

TO select to read from and write inTo the screen memory. There is

also a routine which is used in combination.with the hardware logic. The

two signals (VWR, VOSEL) are associated with the purpose.
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The DATA, BL and SYNC signals are al I synchronized to the

screen memory address outputs: that is, when the screen memory

address corresponding to the cursor position, start of blanking, or

SYNC activation point is generated, the DATA signal wi II be activated

at that time. However, some time wi II be required to access the

corresponding character from the screen memory, generate dot-pattern

via character generator logic and then stored into the video shift

register for shifting out serially. From the video shift register,

the character code is shifted out by character clock frequency as

DATA depending on the logic provided. The reverse video, video

suppression and high Iight logic can be provided by combining the

output from the video shift register to produce visual -effects on

the screen. The three modes are programmable. Programming the most

significant' two address bits, they can be selected. The appropriate

selection codes have been discussed earlier.

The DATA, SYNC and BL signals are avai lable after NANDing

-through-IC50(B), IC50(C) and IC50CA) respectively •.The composi_te_

video signal (COMPV) is avai lable at the COMPV point. To make

altogether, the blanking signal is pulled down from the actual level

of ampl itude to maintain the actual video signal and become a stair

case Iike wave form.
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7.3 OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION OF THE VARIABLE WIDTH CHARACTER
GENERATION USING FIXED WIDTH UNIT.

The previous operational description is for variable width

character generation display unit. On going to analysis of Bengal i

character we have found that the smal lest unit of a character may be

of four bits width. For this reason, we have also designed a 16x4 dot

matrix generation display unit. The Total Bengali characters set is

divided into two types: four unit width and multiple of four unit width.

In this design the 8-bit data bus has been halved into two smal lest

units. Before going to CRT-Monitor the character generation is the

same as the normal fixed width display unit. The special technique is

used after generation from the character generator. From the character

generator data is loaded into the four bit multiplexer. The selecT

signal of the multiplexer decides which set of bits wi II be loaded into

the shift register. When necessary four bits are displayed on the

screen, whi Ie in the other case eight bits data may be displayed on the

screen. The whole circuit diagram of this display unit is shown is

Appendix-D.



CHAPTER-VI II

EXPERIMENTATION WITH BENGALI CHARACTERS

8.1 INTRODUCTION

An experiment has been carried out in our laboratory using

Bengal i as a variable width characters. For this reason a hardware setup

has been developed. The hardware setup includes video display card,

monitor, power supply unit and signal transmission cord. A printed

circuit board has been developed for the display card. A special type

of coding scheme has been developed which is only applicable for our

hardware system. The statistical analysis has been carried out for the

selection of Bengal i characters and from this analysis a graphic

symbol set has been formed. The character generator ROM is programmed

with the developed code. The display of the character set has been

performed in a memory scanner mode. The software programming logic

has been developed for the address counter to join the three character

rows into single character.

8.2 SELECTION OF BENGALI CHARAC~ERS ON THE BASIS OF STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Although our system reduces software complexity the superposition

of characters can not be eliminated completely. So, the attempt should

be made such that the graphic symbols which occur most frequently

should have minimum of superposition. In order to achieve this, a

detai led frequency analysis has been considered. Classical Bengal i
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printing needed some 500 odd type graphic symbols. Bengal I type writer

'OPTIMA-MUNIR' uses 94 character set. The 47 characters of the set are

shift characters. Recently sen and Datt15presented a 142 graphic symbol

set which Is capable of representing the whole Bengal I language. The

present workers justified their claims using simulation through a

dot-matrix printer. Its typograhic quality is widely accepted. Sen

"and datta's graphic symbol set had to be extended to 159-181 symbols

to include special symbols, punctuation marks, arithmatic and logical

operators required for commercial and technical works. Analysing sen

and Datta's set Battacharya and Das proposed a simi lar to sen and

Datta's set. The resulting extended symbols give excel lent graphic

qual ity after simulation through dot-matrix printer. On closer observation,

it has been found that the extended sen and Datta graphic symbol set

(SDBM) can be generated by a 96 symbol set if superposition is al lowed.

This set is cal led' Impression primitive set'. 'Bengali I Ahamia and Manipurl
l~languages (BAML) representation by S. Mitra, S.Battacharya and T.K. Ghoshal

used botn extended and Sen and Datta graphic symbols. In thbT case each

symbol is split up Into uniT width componenTs (subsymbolsl Tnen an n-unit

width may be generated by n-sub symbols. The variable width phenomenon

Is tackled by using a fixed widTh disply. On closer inspeCTion of graphic

forms some common elements were eleminated. Yet this symbol uses 210

subsymbois with 32 control codes. G. Das, S. Battachary and S. Mitra has

given a detal led frequency analysis involving over 70,000 key strokes.Result
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of such an analysis is given in Appendix- C. After much analysis of

SD8M and 8MIS characters set, we have selected a l05-character set.

In this set, some of the characters from the SDBM set have been excluded.

We have tried to include minimum of super position. The BMIS set may

also be used but it requires sometimes two or three passes to represent

a ful I character. The future researcher wi II work to reduce the number

of characters.

8.3 FORMATION OF GRAPHIC SYMBOLS

The BMIS character set generate 159 BAML graphic symbols. In

this case a third character is generated after superposition or set

side by ~ide of two, three or four characters The developed graphic

symbol set have reduced the number of superpbsition. The mechanism

of generation of characters and their action technique taken has been

depicted in table. C-1 . The formation of conjunct, compound and

clustered letters in dot-matrix graphics has been shown in Appendix-=:.

The graphic symbol requires 3-character rows. This may be done eithec

by placing 3-characters in the same vertical column or placing ;wo

or more character in the same row. A complex algorithm for the character

address counter is required to join them. The flow chart of this logic

is illustrated in fig. 8.2-8.8.
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8.4 CODING SCHEME

The coding of the dot-pattern of the characters uses special

technique. The coding is done in the 8x8 matrix. For example, the

coding of the character I~ ' requires 8 dot-rows and 7 dot-column.

The 8th dot is filled with control dot' 0' The character generator

logic al lows the code to pass to the video display unit upto the control

dot ..Let us cons ider the dot-pattern of the symbo I ';<f". It requ ires

8-dot rows and 4-dot column. The coding is such that after 4th column,

there are a contro I zero ' 0 ' dot, and then two one '1 ' dots.

The dot-patters of different characters are shown in Appendix. The

hexadecimal representation of each bit-battern of the character is

also shown in Appendix-C.

8.5 PROGRAMMiNG CHARACTER GENERATOR

The programming of character generator is done in the 2716 ROt"

An Intel programme, is usee for this purpose. The total of 1120 byts

is required for the

.zero location. Each

whole character seT. Programming is
(~l

characTer occupies 8 byte of memory

done from the

space. The

starting address of each character designate the actual code of that

character. If there is a standard code set iike ASCII, then a code

conversion routine should be needed for actual code. addressing.

For fixed width display unit-1760 byte memory is required for character

~ generator. In that case the bit-pattern is composed of 4x16 matrix. But
for variabie width the bit pattern is made of 8x8 matrix.
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8.6 DISPLAYING CHARACTERS
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MAIN PROGRAM

Ca II Subroutine for
Address Counter Clear

r

RAMCNT=2048
,

Send Space Code

r
Call Video Signal Select Subroutine

J

Call Address Up Counter Count Subroutine

r
RAMCNT= RAMCNT-l

..

IS RAMCNT 0 >--ONO
. 1

I
Fig.-8.2 (al /4ain Program (Screen Clearl.
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Cal I Subroutine for Address counter Clear

Cal I Subroutine for Cursor up Generration

Reservp. memrory for code
conve,-sion table-A (256)

FOR 1=1 To 256

Read A( I)

Next I

Key pressed

Code Received (Kg) From Key Board

-- _"_-I' _---.

Fig.- 8.2(b) Main Program (Read Conversion Table and Code Received
From Key Board) .

.-- --------------------
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Cal I Code Conversion Subroutine

Converted Code (OAT)

Cal I Subroutine For
Dual Code Generation

Cal I Subroutine For
Cursor Up Generation

Is OAT 175

No

IS OAT = 241

Yes

Is DAT= 240

Yes

Ca II Subrout ine For
Cursor Up Generation

No

Cal I Subroutine For Cursor Up Generation

Fig.- 8.2(c) Main Program (Received Converted Codes).

'--""--====---- -- -=
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SUBROUTINE FOR SINGLE CODE GENERATION

.,
Send OAT Code

Ca II Video Select Subroutine

Cal I Address Up Counter Count Subroutine

Return

SUBROUTINE FOR CODE CONVERSION

i _
K£ = ASC (K)

,
OAT = A.(K)

Return

Fig.- 8.3 Subroutine tor Signal Code Generation and Code Conversion.
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SUBROUTINE FOR DUAL CODE GENERATION

Send OAT Code

Ca II Video Signal Select Subroutine

Ca II Address up Counter count Subroutine

DAT=DAT+l
-

Send OAT Code

Ca II Video Signa: Select Subrou7in8 --

Ca II Address up Counter Count Subroutine

Return

Fig.- 8.4 Subroutine For Dual Code Generation.
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SUBROUTINE FOR CURSOR UP DISPLAY

•

CURSOR=O

Send First Half of Cursor Code

I

Ca II Video Select Signal Subroutine

-
Call Address Up Counter Count Subroutine

Send Next Half of Cursor Code

Ca II Video Se'ect Signal Subroutine
-

Call Address up Counter Count Subroutine

CURSOR= CURSOR+1

Return

Fig.- 8.5 Subroutine For Cursor Up Display.
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SUBROUTINE FOR CURSOR DOWN DISPLAY I

Send Fi rst Ha If Code of Cursor

,

Ca II Video Select Signal Subroutine

Ca II Address Down Counter Count Subroutine

, Send Next Half Code of Cursor
-

Ca II Video Select Signal Subroutine

CooII Adaress Down COGntsr Count Subroutine

CURSOR=CURSOR-l

Return

Fig.- 8.6 Subroutine For Cursor Down Display.
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SUBROUTINE FOR ADDRESS COUNTER CLEAR

Send Clear Signal

Send Normal Count Signal

Return

SUBROUTINE FOR.VIDEO SELECT SIGNAL

t-

I Send Video Select On Signal
I

. ~- -~- ---- --.

Send Video Select Off Signal

Return

Fig.-8.7 Subroutine For Address Counter Clear and Video Select Signal.
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SUBROUTINE FOR ADDRESS UP COUNTER COUNTi

Send Up Count Signal

Send Count Inhibit Signal

Return

SUBROUTINE FOR ADDRESS DOWN COUNTER COUNT

Send UOvin Count Signal -

\

Send Count Inhibit Signal

Return

Fig.- 8.8. Subroutine For Address Up Counter Count and Address
Down Counter Count.
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Fig.- 8.10 Hor izonta I Synchron Signa I .

Fig.- 8. J I Composite Video Signal.



CHAPTER-IX

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

9.1 CONCLUS IONS

The appl ications of variable width character generation and

display are lying in the iniHal State. As world wide Commerce amd

pol itics grow, the variable width character generation and display

may playa vital roie in multingual character generation. The proposed

system involves a hardware set-up along with software and is capable

of representing al I kinds of variable width characters in a legible

and aesthetic manner.

An experimental sep-up has been constructed using Bengali as

a variab"e' width characters. The host system is an IBM PCXT Computer.

The complete hardware and software design logic has been depicted

in the previ~us chapters. The system can handle al I types of variable

width characters of maximum dimensions of 8x7 dorr matrix. The paral lei

to video conversion uses special hardware logic that examines each

bit-pattern of the character code. The dOT generation to video display

unit stops only when the logic sends a stop signal. As a resuli from

the bit-p6tTer~ byte, al J :he dots may no7 be presented to the display

unit.

The system uses a special Type of coding scheme depending

on the hardware logic. Actually the coding of bit-pattern.Df the

character incorporated with hardware logic decides when and where

the dot-generation wi II be stoped. Therefore, it can handle al I types

of variable width character depending on the coding scheme. The
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abcomoda~ion of variable width characters within a character row is

also a problem area in this design. The spliting of characters at the

end of iine is also responsible for this. Our system takes care of

this using a hardware logic.

To implement the Bengal i characters, a short-type of survey

has been carried out on different types of Bengal i character sets

and their occurence of frequency analysis. The frequency analysis

shows the number of Simple, Compound, Conjunt and Clustered letters.

The cod ing scheme emp loyed perm.its process ing of Benga Ii

languages and host resident uti Iities Bengal i alphanumeric character

display shows a very high qual ity graphic symbols that attainable

even if only discrete character widths of 1, 2 and 3 units are used

to form a complex character.

The hardware and software of this system has been designed

in a such a way that it can be interfaced to any host system of 8-bit

microprocessor. The video cDntrol ler and its assDciated circuits ca~

be accDmDdated in a dDuble sided printed circuit bDard Df e inch by

6 inch. The develDpment of the system permit the interfacing of al I

computer peripherals such printer, floppy disk, plotter etc.

The system is a faster system than bit-image graphic mode

system. The reason behind, the character display is formed by hardware

and ROM based software.
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9.2 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

Further research work in the field of variable width character

generation and display should concentrate on the fol lowing:

1) The variable width character generation and display may

help to the deveiopment of multi Iingual word processing.

2) .Development of high quality machine translator using

multi lingual wordprocessor.

3) The number of graphic symbols required to represent Bengali

language are however much larger and there remains a wide scope for

typographical improvement.

4) Modification of the present software algorithm for joining

two or more character rows to form a compl~x character.

5) Development of efficient software moduies that permit

interfacing of host hardware and software with the front end system.

6) .Development of programming language in Bengal as a

leading-concept of Bengal i alphanumeric character generation-and-
display.
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RPE I 1 I 0 I 0 0 0 Melurn on 0""1, ".In !RPO , I I 0 0 0 0 0 Rfllum on pallly odd

RESl Ai'll i
RST I I A , A , I I Resla.t
INPUllOUTPUT I,. I: 1 0 , , 0 , I lnpu!
OUT I 0 I 0 0 1 1 Oulpul ,
INCRfMENl AND OfCREMENl

1

INR. 0 0 0 ,,1 0 0 InC'''mtInl ">g'ste'
DCR, 0 0 0 0 0 , 0 I tkl""menl reg's',,",
INA M 0 0 I I 0 1 0 0 Inc,,,mem m"ft"Cl'J
OCR M 0 0 1 I 0 , 0 I Da"em",nl rTlf'nltJly

INX e 0 0 0 0 0 0 , , In(:l,,menl B &.C
'"y,sll'''

,
INX 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 1 , InCl"m"nl D & [ I.t>g,Sle'To
INX H 0 0 I 0 0 0 1 1 lflCla.ntml H & l

I.tt9'Sle~
OCX El \:

, 0 0 , , 1 1 Da"omenl B & C

DC' 0 0 0 , I 0 I I UoKfom"nl 0 t. E iDC' H 0 I 0 , 0 I , OtIclemt!nl H t. l
ADD
AOD. I 0 0 0 0 5 5 S AaO 'e9,SI", 10 "
,,"C, 1 , 0 0 .1 5 5 5 Ada '''9'5Ie' 10 A

wlt" ~.ry
ADO M I 0 C , 0 , I 0 Add m ••mm y 10 A

,,"eM , 0 0 0 , 1 , 0 AdO mpmory 10 A

wlln "H' V
"", I I 0 0 0 I I 0 .t-.oO ,mmOa'i11!! II' 1.

ACI , , 0 0 I , I , Aoo Immf'(l,illft 10 ~

w,l" CIl"Y i
0""> , 0 0 0 , 0 , , IA;U!B6~ItlH&.t

!0""0 , 0 0 1 I , 0 I \AMO"'OH"
(JAD'" I: 0 , , , 0 0 I MClHl. L 'uH6:' ,
DAD SP 0 ; , , 0 0 I Am: 5Iar.~ PO"'I"I 10 I

1'16 t

I I

I J

1 I •...,."llv p'p;;'i1rr,
Ien.""l" .

ell Cilll unUln.;J,hona
o Q Cilll Of>carry
o 0 Call on no carry

co'
o I I
o , 0

1 C 1 C 01 1

l~- - --..., 1 0 I 0 0 5 S S Anel r69'rou" ",,;111A,••.., , 0 1 0 , 5 5 S Ex"u~''ffl Ok reg,ste'
""Ih"

""', I 0 1 1 0 S S S OR 'e\l"I.' •••,,1'\ A
eM" I 0 I I I S 5 5 Compa,e reg'sill. w,th "

"". I 0 , 0 0 1 I 0 AnCl mllmo<) wllh A,....• I 0 1 0 , , 1 0 E1<Clus,YflOR mtlfTlO'Y
w,lhA

ORA. I 0 , I 0 1 I 0 OR memory WII" A

"" . I 0 1 I I I , 0 Comp;o'e
mtlmory wllh A

•• , I , 0 0 I I 0 Arlo 'mmoo •••'" w,ln A•• I 1 I 0 1 1 1 0 EXCIUSI'ffl OR Imr"'bellill!!

.- Wll" "

'" 1 , , 1 0 I , 0 OR ,ml'l'\edllJ\e ""In AI", 1 , 1 I I , I , CamPil" ,mmadl81e,
""in"

I IIClAlf, .. 0 0 , 0 0 I , , fi()\ille A lell

\"" 0 0 , 0 I I , I ROlal!! A tlgh!

I: 0 0 , I 0 I , I ROlal" A Itllt tn'oogh
ca.'y

0 0 0 1 , 1 1 , ROlil111A nghl InrOullh
U"Y

\ 'CH.

I
~:
CC
CHC

\

In,Ul.lelioll Cod. O~,.lloo'

M~~ D7~O!>D.DJD1D1Do Deac.iphon

MOVE. LOAD AND STORE

M()y'.\ (1 0 , 0 0 0 5 5 5 MOVfl .eIJ,slfI' 10 'flg'SI",.

"'OVM.I 0 I I , 0 5 S 5 Move lell'su" 10 memory
MOV rJ.l , I 0 0 0 I , 0 MovtI memory 10 'eQ'Sh"
MVJr 0 0 0 0 , I I , MO\'I1 Immll'd"l", ''''p,su,'
MVI M 0 , I I , I I 0 M(W •• Imlt,/tOUIlIl memo.y

,,"B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 , Load 'mmtt!llilU, leg'slBr ,
f>••"B&C

,
lXIO 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 , LOlldlmn'tld,allil '!>Q'Sief

P!llfO&E

""H 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 I load 'mlf,tJoll,ale leglsle'
ParrH&l

STAX e 0 0 0 0 0 0 , 0 510'''' A ",dlflilCI
STAX 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 , 0 510ft' A mO"BCI

LDAXB 0 0 0 , I 0 ., 0 loaa A mo,reCI

WAX 0 0 0 0 , , 0 I 0 Loild A InOlfflCI

STA 0 0 I , 0 0 I 0 SIOfll A oifeCI

lOA 0 0 I , I 0 , 0 LoaO A dlfeCI

st<L0 0 0 1 0 0 , , 0 Slorll H & L O"oct

L><LO 0 0 , 0 I 0 I 0 LOad H & l a"ecl

XCHG 1 , I , , 0 1 I Excna"l,lfID& E.H& l
RtoOI5I"f5

STACI( 0f'S
0 1 Pus" 'l1'Q'SIIl' Pall B &. IPUSH B , 1 0 0 0 I

C on 51 •• ("~

PUSH 0 I 1 0 1 0 I , I f'u'<" leg,sl", Pil" D &. IE on M;OC~

PUSH 1'1 I 1 I 0 0 I 0 I Push Jt>9'ster Pil,r 1'16-
l on Slac~

PUSH PSW I I I 1 , 1 0 , Pus,h A ••nd Flags
on stilct

pope , , 1 0 0 0 0 0 I POP 'fil'slt" PlI" B &.

I c 0" SI••.C~
pop, I , , 0 I 0 0 0 I PoP "'9'''11' Pil,r D 6-

E 011 !,un
POP. ,

I , , 0 C 0 0 , f'op rtrg,sl". P"d" 1'16-

i l oTt SI&C~
pop PSVO I

, , , I 0 0 0 I Pop A lind Fld.gs, all Slac~I X1Hl i I I I 0 0 , 1 I Excnan"" lOP 01
I SUIC". h & l

\ "He
! 1 1 , 1 1 0 0 , Hal 10 SlaCk 00''116'

LXISP I 0 , I '.1 0 C 0 , load ,mnIIlOlall'1 5'ac~

I polnU"

\ 'N' 5'
0 0 1 I 0 0 , I Inc.t'mElnl Sl"'K po,ntt"

0':X9 I 0 C 1 .1 , 0 1 I Ot>c.emem 51••:;.,
!,(lInIP'I JU,,"," I

I
,Me I , I 0 0 0 0 1 I .llJml' un,ona'lllVllI

JC I I 0 , I 0 I 0 JlIml' Oro Ul"y

.lN~ I I 0 , C , , 0 1.1""-';" l'n no """,
JZ I 1 0 0 I C I ,i .Iu,""", on 1"'::'-
J~ , 1 0 , 0 0 1 0 l.J"",,.:' un .,0 It,~(;

" I , , 1 , , , , IJ..:m~{"'.0!:5.UV~

i". I , 1 , 1 0 1 , l.ll."!'.f, rY,m'"u~,
.Ji'~ , 1 , C I , ; o j ~"mi,(••.•Pilfll~ ••"•.,',

J"O , 1 I C C C I o ,Jum; on paroh ~o

•• !£So
I DOSIlfSSS. B 000. COOl. 0 010. EO,1. H '00.ll01, Marnory 110, A 111.
J \oopoulbl& cyCle Ilme:r. (6112) ind"lue lnslrUCIlon cy,ltlS deptlnOenl on cond'll0n fI8g~.

.'
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I

IIC39

IC21

IC26

I IIC23

IC26

IC25

IC27

I

I I IC17 I I IC19 I j

I I "22m, I c:::J I '''2<'' 1.1

~~ ~j
TOP VIEW

[::J I
IC37 I I

IC38
I I

IC39

'C27 ] I 'C22(8) I~ IC20
I

IC22(A)
I I

IC25

IC25 I I IC17 I I IC19 I I IC23 I .1 IC21

IC31 I E I IC20
I I IC24 I I IC41

c:=J c=:J
BOTTOM V IElv

Fig.- Components impiemented on the extended display card.
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SECT ION-III. LIST OF COMPONENTS

Integrated circuits (IC5).

1l ICl SN 7414

2) IC2-IC7 SN 7493

3) IC8 SN 7404

4) IC9 SN 7400

5) IC10 SN 7410

6) ICll SN 7400

7) IC12 SN 7411

8) IC13 SN 7400

9) . 1C14 SN 7408

10) IC15 SN 7406

11) IC16 SN 7401

12) IC17 SN 7402

13) IC18 SN 7400

14 ) IC19 SN 7402

15) IC20 Intel-2716 .-

16 ) IC21 SN 7474

17) IC22 SN 74194

18 ) IC23 SN 7474

19 ) IC24 SN 7474

20) IC25-IC27 SN 7400
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21 ) IC28-1 C29 SN 7493

22) IC30 555

23) IC31 SN 7404

24) IC32-IC39 Intel 2114

25) IC40 SN 7432

26) IC41 SN 7486

27> IC42-1 C43 Intel 8216

28) IC44-1 C46 SN 74157

Capac itors.

Cl-130PF (2-C.10nF ,C3-14.4fF

Resistors

Rl-390 oh~ : R2-1k : R3-1k : R4-1k : R5-1k : R6-1k : R7-40 ohm

R8-30 ohm: R9-1k : R10-22ohm : R11-100 ohm: R12-1k.

Potentiometer

PMl-5k
~.~ - -In this list, the components of ,he micro-com"u,er system and

peripherals have not been considered.
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2716*
16K (2K x 8) UV ERASABLE PROM

• FaslAccess Time •
-2716-1: 350 ns Max.
- 2716-2: 390 ns Max.
- 2716: 450 ns Max.
- 2716-5: 490 ns Max.
- 2716-6: 650 ns Max.

• Single +5V Power Supply
• LowPowerDissipation
- Acllve Power: 525mW Max.
- Standby Power: 132 mW Max.

• Pin Compalible 10 Inlel 2732A EPROM
• Simple Programming Requirements
- Single Localion Programming
- Programs with One 50 ms Pulse

• Inpuls andOutputs TTL Compalible
During Readand Program

• Completely Static

The intet3 2716 is a 16,384-bit ultraviolet erasable and electrically programmable read.only memory (EPROM).
The 2716 operates from a single 5-volt power supply, has a stalic standby mode. and features last Single-address
location programming. II makes designing with EPAOMs faster, Basier and more economical.

The 2716, with its single 5-'1011 supply and with an access time up 10350 ns, is ideal tor use with the newer
hIgh-performance +5V mIcroprocessors such as Intel's B085 and 8086. A selected 2716-5 and a 2716-6 are
available for slower speed applications. The 2716 is also the first EPROM with a static standby mode which
reduces the power dissipation without increasing access time. The maximum active power dissipatIon is 525
mW while the maximum standby power dissipation is only 132 mW, a 75% savings.

The 2716 has the simplest and fastest method yet devised tor programming EPROMs-single-pulse, TIL-level
programming. No need for high \loltage pulsing because all programming controls are handfed byTTl signals.
Program any location at any time-either individually, sequentially or at random, with the 2716's single.address
location programming. TOlal programming time tor all 16,364 bits is only 100 seconds .

•Pall(a) also a~II~llIblain 8J1lendBd lamperatura range lor MIlII.H~end Industrial grade applications.

m. ,=,
" '" ".•. " .•. .•.
" '. '." '- '.~ .r ".~•• '" "•• " "" 0, .... o. o•
u o. 0,
u o. 0,
u 0, 0'0

Aeler 102732 Adata sheet
for SPtlC,jICClllonS.

.•.•- .•. ,. """"=<L_ CJoIiJl t"' .•.••Ufl'MOGIU. ••

~ OUTPUT l •••••••...•
O,-(l, OUHva

WL,._

uNOe.--

'''.'''1
AOORt55

INPUTS

~----,
t

YG~ING

16.J.u.OIT
Clu """RI!

Figure 1. Pin Configuration
Figure 2. Block Diagram

•••••(.0,_.,,,,,, Au •••••••....,H._'_l~ lOtlr.. u •• 01Aft~C•.~••<1fy01••• Th." C.'''''ry Em~,.o ,IIIn ••.•'.1 !',<Xl••CI No01•••, C.(:~,l " ••,••n( loc""••••••• l",~h.dII; "TEl (;()ll!'QRATION, 1"'1



DEVICEOPERATION

The live modes of operation of the 2716 are listed in
Table 1. II should be noted that aU inputs for the five
modes afe at TTL levels. The POwer supplies required
are a +SVVcc and a YPp. TheVp? power supply must
be at 25V during the three programming modes, and
musl be at 5V in the other t~o modes.

Read Mode

The 2716 has two control functions. both of which
must be logically satisfied in order to obtain dala at
the OUlputs. Chip Enable (tE) is the power control
and ~hould be used lor device selection. Output
Enable (ot) is the output control and should be used
to gale data to the output pins. independent of
device seleclion. Assuming that addresses are sta-
ble, address access tIme (tAccl is equal to the delay
from CE. to output (tCE). Data is available at the out-
pUIs tOE alter the falling edge 01bE, assuming that
CE has been low and addresses have been slab Ie lor
at Jeast tAcc-toe.

Standby Mode

The 2716 has a standby mode which reduces the
acti"e POwerdissipation by 75%, Irom 525 mW to 132
mW. Tha2716 is placed in the standby mode by apply-
ing a TTL high signal to the CE Input. When in
standby mode, the outputs are in a high impedance
stale, independent 01 the DE inpul.

Output OR-Tieing

Because 2716s are usually used in larger memory
arrays, Inlel has provided a 2-line control lunctlon
that accomodates this use of multiple memory con-
nections. The tWO-fine control functIon allows tor;

2716

a) the lowest possible memOry power dtsslpation,
and

b) complete assurance Ihat output bus contention
will not occur.

To most efficienlly use these two control hnes, it is
recommended Ihat CE: (pin 18) be decoded and used
as the primary device selecting tl:'nction. while, OE
(pin 20) be made a common connection to all deVices
in the array and connected to the READ line from the
system control bus. This assures that all deselected
memory devices are in their low-power standby
modes and that the oulput pins are only achve when
data is desired from a particular memory device.

Programming

Initially, and after each erasure, all bits of the 271~ are
in the "1" slate. Dala is introduced by selectively
programming "O's" into the desired bit locations.
Although only "D's" will be programmed, both ''1'5''
and "0'5" can be presented in the data word. The only
way to change a "0" to a "1" is by ultraviolet light
erasure.

The 2716 is in the programming mode when the Vpp
power supply is 8125Vand OE is 8tVIH. The dala to be
programmed is applied 8 bits In parallel to the dala
output pins. The levels required lor Ihe address and
data inputs are TTL.

When the address and data are stable, a 50 msec,
active.high, TTL program pulse is applied to the
CElPGM input. A program pulse must be applied at
each address location to be programmed. You can
program any locatIon af any time-either individu-
ally, sequentially. or at random. The program pulse

"

Table 1. Mode Selection

~

CE/pGM DE Vpp Vee Outputs(18) (20) (21) (24) (9-11,13-17)Mode

Read
V" V" +5 +5 DOUTStandby V'H Don'l Care +5 +5 High Z

Program Pulsed Vll 10V1H V'H +25 +5 D'NProgramVerily VIL V" +25 +5 DOUT
ProgramInhibiT

V" V'H ,25 +5 HIgh Z
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has a maximum width at 55 rnsec. The 2716 must not
!J~programmed with a DC signal applied to the
CElPGM input.

Programming of multiple 27165 in parallel with the
same dala can be easily accomplished due to the
simplicity of the programming requirements. Like
inputs at the paralleled 27165 may be connected
together when they are programmed with the same
dala. A high-leY'el nl pulse applied to the CE;PGM
input programs the paralleled 27165.

Program Inhibit

Programming of multiple 27165 in parallel with dif.
lerent data is also easily accompliShed. Except for
CE/PGM. all liko 'nputt! (IncludIng oe) 0; the peral/o'
27165 may be common. A TTL-level program pulse
applied to a2716'5 CEJPGM input with Vpp at 25V will
program thai 2716. A IOw-le ..••el CElPGM input inhibits
the other 2716 from being programmed.

Program Verily

A \'erity should be pertormed on the programmed
bits to determine that they were correctly program.
mad. The \'erity may be performed with Vpp at 2SV.
Except during programming and program verify, V

ppmust be at Sv.

8-3

2716

ERASURE CHARACTERISTICS

The erasure cturacteristics of the 2716 are such that
erasure begins to occur when exposed to light with
wavelengths ~horter than approximately 4000
Angstroms ( A~.II should be noled that sunlight and
certain types oS' fluorescent lamps have wavelengths
in the 3000-4000 A range. Data show thaI Constant
exposure to room-kwel lIuorescenl lighting COIJ.1d
erase the typical 2716 in approximately 3 years, whIle
it would take apprOJl:imalely 1 week 10 cause erasure
when exposed 10 direct sunlight, lithe 2716 is to be
exposed to t~e types 01 lighting conditIons for
extended periods of time, opaque labels are available
Irom Intel which should be placed over the 2716
window to prawnt unmlenlional OHlSure.

The recommended erasure procedure (see Data Cat-
alog PROM/ADM Programming Instruction Sect!on)
tor the 2716 is 8lij)osure to shortwave ultraviolet light
Which has a wavelength of 2537 Angstroms ( A). The
integrated dose (i.e., UV intenSity X expOsure time)
tor erasure should be a minimum 0115 W.seC/cm2.

The erasure time with this dosage is approximately
151020 minutes using 8n ultraviolet lamp with a 1200
J.J,.W/cm

2
power rating. The 2716 should be placed

within 1 inch ot the lamp tubes during eraSure. Some
lamps have a filter on their tubes which should be
remOved before erasure.

f
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8216/8226
4.BIT PARALLEL BIDIRECTIONAL BUS DRIVER

• Oala Bu. Buller Drlvar for 8080 CPU

• low Input load Currant - 0.25 mA
Mexlmum

• High Output Drive Capability for
Driving Syslem Bus

• 3.85V Output High Vollage lor Dlr.ct
Interface 10 8080 CPU

• 3.5lale Outputs

• Reduces System Package Counl

The821618226158 4-blt bidirectional bus drIver/receIver. Allmputs are low power TIL compatible. For <Hiving MOS, the
00 outputs provll:le a high 3.65V VOH,and lor high capacitance terminated bus structures, the DB outputs pro'Jide a
high50 rnA IOl capabJilty. A non.lnvertlng (8216) and an inverting (8226' a,s a",ailable 10meel a wide variety 01 appUca.
tiona lor butlerlng In microcomputer systems.

..•...•. O.IA.I""
.'(WIlCTIOOO&.

0'-0., D.l'" ''''''UT
00.00, DAUOUlI'UI

D,'" O.'A'" to•••••ll
O"lICtlOfo~l"Ol

B CM"W.UCl

'«
00, ~. ""

00, ~.
"" ••••

~, "~,
D, ~,

D', D,

0'1"

8216 8226

••
"00,

••• ~.•.
0', .

~,
00, ~.
•• ",

",
00, ~,

•• D"

~,
00, ~,

D,.

Figure 1. Block Diagrams Figure 2. Pin Configuration
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8216/8226

Figure 38. 8216 Logic Diagram

,,

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

Microproce'Uou like the B080 are MOS devices and oile
generatly capable 01 drIving a single TTL 10<Kf_The s.me il

true for MaS memory devices. While thil tvpe 01 drive IS
IUfticient in smallsyuemswith lew componrnts, Qui"te olten
It is neceuary to buffer the microprocr-nor and memories
when adding components or expimding to a multi'board
system.'. :1

The 8116/8226 is a lour bit bi-directional bus driver specif.
iCllty designlld 10buller microcomputer Syllem components.

Bidirectional Driver

Each buffered line of Ihe lour bit driver consists of two
separate bullers that .lIe tri.state in nature to .chieve direct
ws interface and b,.directional cap.ilbility: On one side 01
lhedriver the outPUI alone buffer and the input 01 another
are lied together IDBI. this side is used to interlace to Ihe
system side components such .11 nll:!mories. 110, etc., be.
cause ils interlace ii direct TTL compatible and il hai high
drive (SOmAl. On the other side of the driver the inputs
and outputs are !.eparated to provide mallimum flexibility.
Of Course. they can be tied togelher so that the driver can
be u~ to buffer it true bi.directional bus such as the 8080
O.la Bus. The DO outputs on this tide of the driver have a
special high voltage output drive capilbilily fJ.65VI so Ihat
di'ect interface to the 8080 and 8008 CPUs is achieved with
an adequ.te amount of'noise immunity 1350mV worsl C;lsel.

Control a.Ung fii'EN. CS
The CS input ii actually a device select. When it il "high"
lhe OUlput drive" are ell lorced to their high. impedance
state. When it is at "lero" the device is selected {enabled}
and the direction 01 Ihe data flow ii determined by the
OlEN input ..

The OlEN UIPUI conuoll the direction 01 dala flow liee
FIgure 3) lor complete truth lablt:!. ThiS dlf8clIOn control

is accomplished by forCing one of the pair of bullelS 'lito Ill.
high Impea ••mce stale and allOWIng the olhel 10 IldnWlIl iii

data, A slmpl!! Iwo yate CirCuli Ii used lor Ihis lunCllon

The 8216/8226 is adevice that will reduce Compont.'nT COunl
In mlcrocompuier Svstems and at the s.ame I'me enhililce
nol~ ImmunltV to assure reliable. high performance op
erillion,

•..

~,

"",

.'.
"".
.',

"",

.',

"",

.',

"",

.',

.',

Figure 3b. 6226 Logic Diagram
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2114A
1024 X 4 BIT STATIC RAM

2114Al_l 2114Al-2 2114Al_3 2114Al'4 211490-4 2114A-5L Max. Access Time (n5)
100 120 150 200 m 250L Max. Curren' (rnA) 4() 40 40 40 ;,& 70• HMOS Technology • Completely SIalic Memllll)'- No Clock• Low Power, High Speed or Timing Strobe Requiled

• Directly TTL Compallblt: All Inpuis• Identical Cycle and Acce •• TIme•
and Outputs

• Common Data Input anllOutput Using• Single +5V SUPply .i10%

Three-Stale Outputs• High Denslly 18 Pin Package • 2114 Upgrade

The Inlel_ 2114A is a 4096-bit al.tic Random Accttsa Mom.ory organized as 1024 words by 4-bltS usqHMOS. a high per,.

to. d t~iliIICodlOg therefore I
o'm'nce" S t.Chnology. IIu••• 'ully DC"'bl.I".1oC) c"cwt", 'h<oughoul. onbo'h Ih. ""y 80 . . d Th
"'qu"" no clock. 0' '.t'.'hlng 100"",,, •. D••• 'CC••• osP.rt'cu'."y ,'mpl •• inc•• dd, ••••• tup "00••••• not '8QW~.. •
dala is read Out nOnd"truCfi ..••ery and has the &arne polarity as U'le input data. Common inpuUoutput J.'IiMare prOVided.

Th. 2114A i. d.'ignad 'a' 00.000'" .PPIi~.t'on. wh.,. III. high perto,manc. and high '.liabil,'y ot HMOS.lowcost. I.'g. b,'
SIOrage,lind simple interlaCing are important design obJeclives. The 2114A is placed in an lB-pin ~e lot Ihlt highestPOssible density.

" I. dl'ac1ly nl comp.llbl. in .11r•• p<>c";inpu, •. oulpUls, .nd •• ingl. -5V .upply. A '.p".,. ChipS-1 ICS) leed ellow,
easy selection ot an indivIdual paCkage when outputs are or-tied.

0- "'IW IWUW81Ai

114'""0"'1' AIIIlA'I'
600 JotOftS

6oOCO~~S

BLOCK DIAGRAM

",.
SHEel

I"'PUl
CAl<> •

CO"'UlOl

PIN CONFIGURATION
lOGIC SYMBOL

<J)
•• A)0

"" '''', ,,0
" (D•• "',", @
" " .

@•• "•• '''',
••
•• '''',
••., "y

PIN NAMES

I •• -A ADDRESS INPUTS
Vee POWER I+SVI~ WRITE ENABLE
GNOCROUNOB CHIF' SELECT

110,-110, OATAINF'UTtOUTPUT

---- -
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TYPES SN54194. Sfl54LS194A, SN54S194.
SN74194. SN74lSI94A. SN74S194 .~
4-BIT BIDIRECTIONAL UNIVERSAL SHIFT REGISTERS'

Parallel Inputs and OUlpUU

• Four Operating Modes:

Synchronous Parallel load
Right Shift
Left Shift
Do Nothing

• Positive Edge-Triggered Clocking

• Direct Overriding Clear

5~~, SNS4lS1!l-'lA..SN~S194 .•• J OR WPACKAC<
s"'.,..~$N74L5194A. SN1451"W ••• J OR N PACKA~

(TOP VIEW]

00 51
CU)(:~

tll"'l1

TYPE

',9»
"LSl94A

'5194

description

TYPICAL

MAXIMUM

CLOCK

fREQUENCY

38 MHr

36 MHl

l0'5MHr

TYPICAL

POWER

DISSIPATION

195mW

75mW

4:i'5mW

TheM' bid,reC1Ol)nal shift 'l'g'SIl.'rs are df'signed 10 inco/palate yif1~l.,all 01 the features il system dl'signer may _ •.- In
,..ill reg;ner. The circuit contains 46 equlvale-nt gales ilnd fNtultS parallel inputs, parallel Outputs. righHhitt <lnd

.' ;.shift '>erialinpuu, oper,Uing-mode'contrOI inputs. and a dirKI o-..emdlng clear line. Tht' register ha~ lour di~lmCI
modes of ope:al,on, namely:

Parallel Ibroad~idelload
Shih right lin lhe direction OA to•••.ard GOI
Shift lei I lin lht' direction 00 toward CAl
Inhibit clock (do nOlhing)

Synchronous parallel loading i~accomplished by applying the lour bits 01 data and laking bOlh mode control input!. )()
and $1. high. The data afe loaded inlO the associaled !Iip.flops.nd appear a1 the outputs aher lhe posili~e tramis ...,
of the clod input, During loading, serial data !Iow is inhibited.

Shih righl is accomplished synchronously with the rising edge of the clock pulse when $0 is high and $1 is low, Ser;al
data lor th.s mode is entered al the shi!Hight daia input. When SO is low and $1 is high, data shifu left synchronously
and nt'w data is enlered al lhl.' shift.lelt ~erial input. .

Clocking 01 Ille !Iip-flop i~ inhibiled when both mode control inputs ale low. The mode controls of tht
SN54194/SN7': t94 ~hould bl.'changed only while Ihe clock input ,s high.

FUNCTION TABLE
INPt,J;S OUTPUTS

MODE SERIAL PARAllELCLEAR CLOCI( OA 0, °c 00

" so LEFT RIGHT A , C a, , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
H Sfoe nOll' , , , , , , , aAO aBO °eo 000
H H H , , • "

, " • , , "
H , H , H , , , , H °A" 0," °Co
H , H , , , , , , , A'" 0," °Co
H H , H , , , , , a," °c" 00" H

H H , , , , , , , , a," °c" 00"
,

H , , • , , • , • • °AO 0'0 °co 000

H • h.g" leve' hIU<lV ".'.1
l • '0'" 'n'" hl • .ov "."1
X - " ••.••v •••• l."v "'PU', ,"<',,<I'''U ",

""""01
1 • "~"""O""om '0_ '0 h.g" ••.••••1

., ", <, <l. ,h. 'O'V.'01 "U<lv ••au '''f'U' .'
'"1.>"" A. B. C. 0' D.••• .,;,C"v.,V

0AO. 080. OeD_ 000 •• 1.. 'n.' 01 OA
08. DC. O' 00_ ••.••••~I'v.'V, •••'", •. ,•••.
••,"""".cl ••••<l~•••,. >nl'''' ~o<od."<>'"
_ •.' •• "."h,h*",

0A". 0ll". DC". 00" a 'h ••••..• 1 0' 0A

Of!..DC. ,•.•"•.•."v.,y. ""'0'. 'h. ""' ••''''- ..n. 1,••" •••••,••"I In. ~••.•,.

so Of 51 (l! S4194n41!>-: ShOuld he th ••",~- ooIV "",,,II'!he clocJ., ''''lUI IS h'll~l,fOl;on 0'1>", 'V1'CS COUf'",d on ''''S (1-.1a !,/,t'('! Sll
andS15 Xlor "lI$I",CQ"\ ••
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TYPES SN54194. SN54LSl941SN54S194.
SN74194. S1/74lS. SN74S194

4.BIT BIDIRECTIONAL UNIVERSAL SHI!TfREGISTERS
functional block diagrams
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•. SN5493A,
. SN7493A,
, SN74LS93

BINARY COUNTERS
Ill)~ If fiN flU. [>l S 1ro!HID? "'''''CH I!n ••••• ( VIS{ 0 OC108lR I'll"

'93A, 'lS93 .. .4.BIT BINARY
COUNTERS

description

To U~ thei, maximum Count Il'ngth ldecade. divide.
bv.tW1!Jve. or four-b,t binary) of these COunters, the B

lnPlJl IS conneCled to the QA Output. The input
Count Pul!ol's arlO applied 10 inDu~ A and the Outpua

ilre iii described In the appropriate function lable. A
symmeviGiit dividl"bY'len count can be Obtained
'rom the 'gOA or "LS90 counters by connechng the
00 output to the A Input and applymg the inpttl Count

to the B input which gives a divide-tJ;:.:.len square Wilve

al output QA.

NOTf<;: A. o •••&>u, QA 1.c<"'nK,~<i'D;••_. a 10' ace cou••t.
B OU'OU1 Co i, <on ••••• """ to ;".,'" A 10' bi.<lu; ••.••y

<Ou"'.

C. 0"'0'" 0A ••conn"~'•.<l'0 in"", 8.
O. H. ",,,," Wv<rl•••.• '0_ 1•.••. 1. )I • i" ••'•••••n'

functional block diagrams

'93A. 'lS9J fToP VIEW)

'!/2A,'lS!/2. "!l3.•••'lS93
RESE"T/COUN"T FUNCTION T"'SlE

'93.\. 'l591
COU"IT SEOUENCE

1~ •.N"'"CI

1'1011' I
Rom 317

.91.••.'lSn

(I:lA,II'Ull

OUTPUT
0c all Q •••, , ,
COUNT

CaUl'll

RESET INPUTS

ROll) I'IDI11 00
H ,

ro~, OUTI'V'r

DD Oc Do D., , , , ,, , , , H, , , H ,, , , H H. , H , ,, , H , H

• , H H ,, , H H H

• H , , ,,
H , , H

" H , H ,
" H , H H

" H H , ,
" H H , H.. H " H ,
" H H " "
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schematics of inputs and outputs...
EaUIVALENT OF

EACH INPUTVCC

Q
__

".n NOM

0"'"' __

'LSB6A

EQUIVALENT OF EACH INPUT

0- .L

TYPES SN5486, SN54LS86A, SN54S86,
SN7486, SN74LS86A, SN74S86

QUADRUPLE 2-INPUT EXCLUSIVE-DR GATES
DUIUl,f,; NO Ot. ,5 7M \8~~ DEC£l.Iflfl'l 1972- REVISEDJANUARY'978

SN~', SN5oGLS', SN~S'.,. J OR W PACIl.A.G£
5N74'. SN74lS', 5NHS •••• J OR N PACIlAGE

lTOP"lfWI
TYPICAL OF

All OUTPUTS

VCC

PQSiliu logic: y.,.. 0 5 ••J;B + AD

TYPICAL OF ALL OUTPUTS

VCC~ __
12.5.n NOM

0"'"' 1 l --

L..I
FUNCTION TAl'llE

•••• "i9" 1••-...1.L. 10_1_1

INPUTS OUTPUT

A , V, , ,, " "" , "
" " ,

EQUIVALENT OF
EACH INPUT

VCC15--'., 2.8.0 NOM

INPUT __

TYPICAL OF
ALL OUTPUTS

Veo

OUTPUT

TYPE

.'6
'LS86A
.586

TYPICAL AVERAGE
PROPAGATION
OELAY TIME

,<1 nl

10nl,.,

TYPICAL
TOTAL POWER
DISSIPATION

l50mW
3O.!>mW

250mW

absolute maximum ratings over operating free.ai-;.temperai~re range (unless otherwise noted)

Supory voltage. vee 1S/!'t' Note 11
Input volTage
Operating free.air I~perature range: SN5486

SN7486
Storage temperature ri\Jl9"

recommended operating conditions

5.5 .J

_55°C to 125.C
aOc 10 70°C

_65°C to 15O"C

SN"'" SNJ41l6
UNIT

MON NOM MAX MON NOM MAX
SuPl)IV .••OI,a~. Vee .., , ,., •. J!> , 5.15 v
H,,"" .••••.~, OUtp<lt c-u" ••nl, '0"

"""
BOO '"'Lo_I •.••.••' OUtpul c-urrt'nl. 'OL

" " rn'
O~al,n!il f'_a" "m~'al •••'t'. TA -55 '" 0 10 .C

switching characteristics, Vee = 5 V. TA:: 25°e

PARAMETER' "OM
UNITTEST CONDITIONS MO" TV' MAXllNPUTI

lPLH ..

" "A~8 O,,,~, "'OU' 10_ Cl-l!>pF. "'II'HL

" 17
'PLH RL-4000,

" 30A~' 0,,, ••, ,nput ""Ilh s.. N",. 3 "'IPHl

" 21

1 'PlH • P<OO~"O" 0•••.••1'"' •. '0- I" '''11'' -.' _ •••••1
'PHl. P'OP~ ••o" ".'.V •.••••."'11".'0.'0-'_" 0••\1k<'

"'Ol[:l Lo...:!~"C""I."0 "0" ••0••••.•••••••"'0-" "" ,,_ ],,10.
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APPENDIX-C

SECTIOJi.4:Mmdt.or program:

10 REM MAIN PROGRAM
~:!O GOSUl:3 :::::5D
30 REM MEMORY CLEAR
40 FOR 1=1 TO 2048
50 OUT 1016, J:7/r
6U GOSUll :3/U
lO GO~;UB 910
GU HEXT I
90 GOSUB ::::~)(J
1UO C;IY;UB64U
1.1 0 DHi I, (I :2::':)
12U FOR 1=0 TO 12/
130 [,EM) I,(T)
14U HCXT I
150 REM CODE FROM KEY BOARD
160 K$=II'IKEY$
Il0 IF 1($="" THE~I 1(,0
1::::U GO::1I.1ll ,1.60
190 IF DAT)ll5 THCH GOTO 240
200 GC1~:;UB500
;:~10 G03UL\ 640
<';?UGUTO 160
230 IF DAT='240 THEH GOTO ;:'90
240 IF DAT=241 THEH GOIO 3UU
~?50 l:iO:iI..JB ~590
:?6Cl c;O~3I..JB 640
;UO GOTU 160
~?:30 GOSUB 64D
;?90 165 IF K$='"''TII[:r~160
300 160 K$=INkEY$
310 GUTO 160
320 D/,TI, &HOO.,KlI9C,KlI')E,&HB 1 ,&HB ;:~,&HB3 ,&IIB4,Klm5 ,&HB 6
:;:;0DATA &IIB7,&HllD,Mill9 ,&HBA, &HBB, &HBC, &HCO, 1~IIC1,MIC?
340 &HC3,&IIC4,&HC5,&HC6,&HC7,&HIB,&HIC,&HID,&HCC,&HDF
350 D,\TA &H,\F:,&HD7, &11D1,MICA, MI:,:4,MIM::,M126, MID;?,tUm9
360 DATA &HDA,&I~A2,&I"jAO,&~jA3,&~ICF,&I-jA4,&I~OO,&I~02,&~~C14
:>70 DA TA &H06, &110::::,&HLM ,&IIOC,MIOE, &H I0 ,Mll~',&HD4 ,&11D5
380 DATA &~fD6,&I-f3E,&I"fDB,&I-jC~~,&I-~14,&~f16,&~118,&I'.IJ.C,&~{lE
390 DA1"A &~120,&1~22,&1~24,&'-j26,&'-j28,&I'f2C,&'~3C,&~13D,&~12E
400 DATA &H30,&H32,&H34,&H36,&H3D,&H3E,&H40,&H42,&H44
410 DATA &H46,&HDB,&HDC,&HDD,&HDE,&HCD,&H60,&H48,&H4A
420 DATA &H4C,&H4E,&H50,&H52,&H54,&H56,&H58,&H5A,&H5C
(rem DAT ,\1~115E,MI60, MI6~',&11(,,'1.,&H''::,6,&H6G, &H6A, MI6C, &H6E
440 DATA &H7E,&H72,&H74,&H76,&H7G,&H7A,&H7C,&H7E,&H7F
450 REM 3UBROUTIHE FOR CODE CONVERSION
460 1(='N:;C(k$)
Ij.70D,\T"A(I()
4::::(jF!ETUIi~1
490 REM SUBROUTIHE FOR DUAL CODE CONVERSIOH
SOO OUT IOI6,DAT



,';J 0 COSUB :e: 70
C):;~OCO:3UB 91L1
b:Sn D/~T::::D/~T+l
540 OUT J016,)),\T
5.~)O GO::;;UB C70
5(,CI CO:->UB 91 CI
570 m::'TlmN
580 REM SIJBR(lUTINE SINGl_E (":ODE CONVERS]"ON
:.190 OUT 10J 6, )),\T
(,00 ::,(ISUB C70
(, T0 C;USU'~ ,) J 0
6::~O RETUR'"
630 REM SlIBfWUTHjC: rIm Clm~,;OR DEiPL./"Y
6,Q,IJ CURSI)Il"U
(,~)O OUT 10.1.(" .l7~5
660 CO~lUl) C70
(,70 C;()::;UB 91 I)
~:,uu OU"l" 1016,1 "l;)
6")Ci COSUB CIO
700 C;O:,;()l) ') I U
ITO CliRSOR=ClIIlSORtl
7:?0 m:n.!I,N
730 :';UBFWUTINC FOR CIIR~';on DOWN DE;F'I AY
7([0 OUT lCil(., 1.72
/:::;0 CU~)UB ::::':70
76U CO:3UB 950
770 OUT J CIJ C" 17::;
7::'-:0 c;o~':;un :::::7D
/90 C;O~:::UB ')::.:;0
c:OO C()I !:301~" cunsu n" .1
GIO REIUHN
820 HEM SUBROUTINE FOil ADDRESS COUNIcn CLEAR
U3U OUT JOl::::,4
840 OUT 101 :::::,0
C:50 nETur~N



860 REM SUBROUTINE EOR VIDEO SELECT SGNAL
roo OUT IOU::, 1
ec:o OUT J 01.::::.,0
:::':iO I,ETURI~
900 REM SUBROUTINE FOR ADDRESS UP COUNTER COUNT
'nu 01 JT 101:3, U
9::'0 OUT IOJC:.,O
'):m IlETIJr,N
940 REM SUBROUTINE EOR ADDRESS DOWN COUNTER COUNT
')0;0 OUT IOl.::::,:;
')f'::.O OUT .1.D10,0
')70 nETunN
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SECTION-II

TABLE C-l. 96 Imp~ession Symbol Set (8MIS)

0123456789

I/T r I Q ~ t'- t ~ <r
<J r::s-

~
- lJ -Z ~ .r""' "V-•

11 j '1ll\ b oS' I- \j l? )'"
b ~ Itzr

~
- J \5 2f L..

L-\ '"'
<J ~ - - Ii'" '\ -"\ .4 ~ -<:..
~ 'if 1F ~

~ yo-

1 ~ ~-

, I ~
- ~It; -::l D3 .,;l3 •
"-- ~I/ Z I? I~ l5t rfIO".

v

)I~ b tlal~ ~
I

~ (-IlJ

) > < / ~*/VVV
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TABLE C-2.Extended Sen and Datta graphic Symbol Set (SDBM)

o 23456789

o

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1 1

12

13

,14

15

- 1>1: ;; /I ,
( ) <'\ -

> X ~ + - . / •
:J . . •

• I I ? 0 ~ <- b IS~ - •

(J. ~ b- d>. ~ ~ Cs L-,

9 \:)[ ~

:2lJ Cl J \3 q 0 0
.>:<- <r ~'" 0

9f "B" ~ 1) ~ ~ "4r c;p ~I~
- \!7 l) "'Q if '3 ?i lZ: ~I~~ .
Of 'if :<I \Et M ):f ~ ~ i>f :q
If ~ 3r ~ T T 1- - -

'" v... L.....

b ~ 1 "" or ~ b <!n. ~ ~

'" ~ I" "l •• ~ "" ;: '" ~

I

J ~ I 4 J I ) I u ;:] T It I: I
~ ~ ,;;;. ~I\ <) g 8131 J"" J""."---
~ 313fIJi 31~ ~13 ~!:R
~ }f 6: 1J' ~ "t ~ ~ ~ ~

~ ~ Gf 3 ?{f -3 ~ "3 ~ I:$ll
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TABLE-C3 Proposed Bengal i Graphic Symbol Set Table.

\Jt~~ti~ ~'i3'0~

4' 0-4 ~ £f~

b ~ l1k. 4f c.;)3

=t ~ \Y 1:; ,-
\:) :2f 1?:. -if c:q

0T ~ -:zr "@ ~

~ ~ Cf ~ ;i:f

3r .:c ~ \:l7 [;.

~
0 0 0"- 0

q-, ~ £flY ~"]..9 .3T -3 .3 B3f 3T
t3j 3 ~y34

-zp '5' ~ " ""
'CJi ,..., •... -;:; p. "3-{ -;:;;. .••.•e; ?-..

'2IP @ 23 ~ C1 :N3 Y 3""2f2.@
"f -T~----' - - - -z:- t .-

I I t>( v... , .3 'd I-- "'
0 ;;)

~ '.::J '3 <Z ""' "1 to .;:,

// .
J I 7, , .

r ;; ( ) <. ) "* + 0 . /-0-
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TABLE-C4 Schedul of Graphic Symbols (SDBM), Frequency of Occurrence
(On the Bas is of 66752 no. of occurrence) and Mechanism of
GeneraTion with BMIS.

%' or o~'l:~rrcl1n:ul SI'ACE dlJ.,)4':~ ~~ llf O~'.,:llCll~l.: <If Sl', ....C\ .- J{L'J.\

J l\lc.lll:, :.lIl~tlJlht: I IIh:,III~ ••iii.: i.) 'l •• h: I Llll:.III~ ~1JP";IPU:"l' : llIL.III:' ~:Jc U) ~:J.;

SDUM ~~ llf Mc,h:lni::.11101 A":II~lIl "I Cl..'hl,i~!.h': lal-L'lI SDIlI\\ ':•.•IIf r~'h:.•..lhllll:.l1l llf t\ ..'lilJJl Tt ..lllli'IUC !;ll..l".11

SL'lI. o...:l..'lIIl~'\I.:CGClIt:IJlillll \1) ~I,:q. u .•((lI tCrll:~ licll':l.:ti<lli 1'1
Nu. IIMIS ~ .I .1 No. IIMIS ~

(01) 0.110 (61, X . (5t, J U.tH'iU 110)'11"1 X
(02) U.OI~ (511) X 157 I U,UllJ (~lJ/(lJ('1 .\

(UJ) O.OW (~4J/IIIH (111); I"S) x {).:ll U,~IU 12-0;111 J x
(fl.1l 0.000 (&~J/193) X ()'I) 0,120 l.}IJ.1 X
(05) U.02) (72)1 (1~1 X (W) o 14U I2hj X
(UlI) U.UoO (71) X t!.lll U.4.HJ C."";),I(171 X

WI) 0.000 os')} X {f,21 U U3U {:!.ll ;.;
(Wi) 0000 (IJU) X ltd! U.OW t.~4JJlI'11 X

(U") U.UOo (1)1) X (&.1) 0.34U (4U)/(1I7) .'-.
( Ill) U.OOO (9\ ) X 1(,5 J 3.310 W~J X
(II) II.LlllU ('H,J(')]:) X lot,) 0.57u (.1'1 X
(I~l U.UuO (')\ I X (L7) 1.(,7U (2U) X
(1.1) 0.114 IW) X lilli) U.1.Hl (.\'1 ) X
(14) 11.000 (\01)(5) ) X (h'l) J.!\l:lU tUlI) X
(I:'i ) O.IIJ~ (10) X t'llJj 1.4 ~(J U'JlI(7) X

li0) U.lKXJ (jO)/I"b) " (11 I 0.170 (53) X-
(17) U.llOl,l ({ 7) X ml L\~U (10) X
(I b) lUXll) (~J) X (j .I) U.(,.IU 1\7) X
( I~} 0.000 (17 )/177) X (7.I) :!..lhO ({,,)/(Oll X
(20) O.V.Xl (W,,{17) X ('J)) 1l.WU ({ 4 I X
(~I ) U.IJ'I (\7) X (ll'l 1.1)20 (1.1)/( I') I ,
r~~) U.255 (471 X em 5:5-1U (lJ.:) x
l2l) 0.001 l17)/(;7) x I.) l'J~J ~ ...H;U ( l.I)iI0.\) ;,

C4) U.014 (74) X (I'), U.Util.1 (IOJi(HI "
{1j) U.{)'j(1 (1') X (bill lJ.)IU I Jol)1l4.1) A
(2:0) 0.021 I~O) X (M J i l.u.W 1:.I)rlOJI x
(27., O.UUI ('I ) X (n:) ::!.100 ({, )j(O.11 •.\
(2M) 0.001 U11) X In.!} 1.21U ( :" )(

(2y) O.UllJ (bJ) X- p14, \0.)7\.1 (01.' X
tJUI U.OJ) Ib4j X- (~S , '1.lJIII (Oil! X
(.II) O.WI (b) J X (tii,) J.lt.lu (:!b) X-
U:!., U.OJL (M,) X- un} ! .{,oW ~:" }.

ll31 0.1).1'.1 Ib7) X (I'h I I). 10(\ ('''1I; :-.
0-11 ~ U.UOiJ ('h) X -/,1'») U.~::!(j (4bj ,.
tJ)) 1.6'U (05):(1')) x ! ')11, h.tll.l! !ll~; :•.
( J,,) l.UO ( 1)}/'( II) X (') I ) uuJl\ W.'):1l11 '.
( 17) 1.0,0 (15) X ('):') o 0.:,1/ (01 ):Il \ I ,.
(.1M) 0.3;0 C'JI(II) X ('; \j U Utll) () ... , ,.
(3Y) O.lJlb CiJ/{7UJ/(II) .x (')4) U.UI.)) (251 .':
(40) 0.005 ()3)f(IY) X ('h, U.llJu (51 ) .'.
( 41) 0.9:.U (21) X (1J1l) U.OW ll>ol) ~.
(42) 0.030 (22)/(W) X 1"11 0.010 (7L) X
(.J) . O.l'lO (lL) " (')S) U.U,U (b7) x
(44) 0.(0) (lL)/(LY) X (':hI) O.OL,(I (40) X

(45) 0.3iU (411 X- (IOU) 0.12U ILl) "(45) 0.040 (bi) X (101) 0.640 (35) X
(47) 0.0;0 (45) X (lOll 0.040 (Ii) )(

(':11) 3.71U (O"} X (IU.\) 0.0.:'0 (73) X

(4") 0.l70 ()l) X (I fl.1} 0.1lJ() (16) X

pU) 0.''10 (,l)/(U71 X (10') O.O:U (13) X

(5 I) U.lbO (51 " (lll&) 0.0'0 (23) X

(52) 0.020 (71) X ( 1117) 0.1 (,0 (5&) X

(53) miO (3ll) x (J lib I 0.310 II :!.j X

(54) O~;O (l2) X (10'1) UJ.U (J"I X

. (55) U.'JllSU (~7) X (IIOJ 0.l>JU (7i) X
(II J ) 0.040 (5i) X
(II ~) 0.)]0 (42) X

-- -- ----
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~. of OI.:l:UrrCUl"Cuf SI'ACl;-ltl.IJ.J': ••
'" IIf lk:l'UII ('III:C tlf SPAt '1.:'-I/J,'N 'i•.

I m':",IIIS sUJX:rp.bc -j-1I1l:.111:> ~IJL: b) :luJl.: I lill,;';ill:. :>L1IH:'rp,,)c -+ IlIc.lII~:.iJ •.. lJ." ).lk
SDlIM o;.u MCl,,:hallislll of Al"ihll1 'I ~•.-hlll\IUC l;J~Cll Sl jlJ 1\1 .::,~Il t\.k.,:Il.IIIl:Ull'lf A~'ljuli 'I c.:llll'4uc I.u..~n
SC4j. l'IC(.'UrlCllI('C GClIcr"lioJl b) Scq .1•.•.IlIIClll.:l.: (iCl1Clillillll lIy
Nil. lIMIS ~ ] ., Nil. IlMIS ~ ] •
(J IJ) U.J2(l [;Y) X (11"11 lltlltl { Ill)/l.lll )(

(J 14) U.tibO t2~) )( ( 1.ll:l) !J.w'J (JJ);(JI) Jo-
(J I;) U,UU:i [)IJ X ll.1~) O.lJUl:i [lb)/(UI):(3I) )(

(J Ibl (JUW (05) X (I.HI) O.ll'JO I~JJ/IUJ)/(JI) X
U If) U.~IU (01)!14;) J0-

t I :!JlllJJ}JtJ I J X11.J 11 UtILI?
(J J n' U,U'h) (UI ).I{3~) >.

(~J)J(4~J
(I.L~J o \IoU (J ;)/(J I) X(Il'!) U IJ~I X

U .:'1I1 n tJl.Il (.:'I):O~) >. 11.1 I) II 011' l:',) l I (U'l J .,
112 i I U ole t~ I)J(:!~J Jo- (1'1-1) 0,/ )0 P) I (0) X

(12.'1 {1.VI ••1 (4\)!14b) X ( t.: 'J tUJoiXI (;\);(2.1)/(11) X

t!~.i) U.tIIJ) (J")!(40) X ( I.j(.j tJlJ1I1 IS5H (12);tUJI ..
112.li U.UU'J (26)/(39) ~ ( j.171 0. J SU (S.l) )(

(J ~j) 1;.lh (I,l) ;..: (t.l~ I ulJu.1 (..jLl)!plil X

l! :'d u.uc.o (l!'Jl.'!3I) X ( 1.1') ) () t"J '\ (1.1)/(.;.1111101' , ..
(127 ) U.It~. m,"UJ)/(J I) X (ISUI U 01'; (Ii) i (7:-:, >.
(J2h! U,o[" 15'::J'lJlj "' II:) II Ol)lk.! ('"l:) I nh) X
\ I ~')) U.li-il 12.11/( J I ):tJ I) :, ( ! ',: ) llUIl') til)} I P1\j ".
lUU) tl.lJl'. i~l'i'd:1 .\ I!'> 'i l.' ,;r." ( h):p:l) X
(L\l) U.j~~ ::::tf\-iJ ) ..•. Il \.•) U DU.! {!~J J l=:SI ;.;
l.U:.' J U.lJIlV (.it-J/I]I) .\ 1:-") , 1.:.1 ( II,), {.j] ) :.;.
(I Hi .. 1I.U7l' \~O)/l.ll) :--: ,I'>".' U Ikl\l t'.l I; X
(J .I~) OUt.1{1 (.l.1JII)J) :'. , ..~.'I () 111.,7 [.' I) (I I) It'ili)

(\.I') U.•14lJ ~Ui).'lllJJ,'Cll) .\ i I :0; .• IJ lid" l!~"i «(.~J I {.':"II
II..>llj U.Utl? (~JJI(11 ) ., I'."') 1I1HU L~")I(l'('i >~
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TABLE-C5 Summary Statistics of Graphic Symbols (SOBM)

I <cIl:lnltll~dlllilllH: :. .h':lil'lI kdllll'llh: .i ,1 •. 111'11 11.:•. IIlIILJU": .) •• lliIJi\ 11..1.:111\111.11:

(jlUup

("11 lilt.: b~,i~of ,:, TUlalliu. CUIIlUIa. llIIJllh'. l"lllllu1..- TI'I;d Ill'. l"OlllUI •• " TLn,1I IIll CUlu,i1J-
l)C.:llf I COL'C) lll" ~J)J1M li~c flcq. uf SIlIJ~1 11\l" hl.:q .. of \1 )111\1 tl\"'; 1'1':11. of snur-.l li\c fn"q.

jll ';:, iii ';•• ill
I, •.

ill .:~'oJ

I. (I ~~&. ilbo\'c) I" 4\). )0 1.10'

II. to.;% & O1bovl:
bs:ll..lw'l~~d I" Y.UlJ 1 'JlJ

III. (lI.II~~ oS.:Olbll\'t:

bdow O.5~'~) 22 -l...J~ b ::l.11 U.).I -
) \'. (bdo.>w 0.1 ~~) 4Y U.b7 J2 u.S::! II u.~s u.w

TOI;'!! bJ.bS 1~i.ul O.1~ UW

SI'AC1' Ib.Y5 .:~

---~-
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TABLE- C6 Schedule of Impression Symbol (BMIS) and % Occurrence
(on the Basis of 80629 no. of occurrence).

% or occurrencc or .plJce •...J4.20%~

BIoliS SeQ. No. % of occurrcn~ IlMIS Seq. Nu. ~~ of lX.'C:Ulfcl.Io.c i,
(01 ) U7 (49) O.lti
(02) 7.23 (50) '0.17
(03) 5.n (51 ) 0.16
(04) 4.59 (52) 0.15
(Ol) 4.14 (l3) 0.15
(06) 4.07 (l4) 0.14
(07) 3.69 (55) 0.14
(08) 3.21 (5&) 0.1l
(0') 3.12 (;7) V.I:!
(10) :!.M4 ('h) U.II
(II) 2.25 . (5~J 0.10
(12) 2.17 (W) 0.10
(13) 2.07 (&1) 0.10
(14) 2.2b tu~J U.IU
(15) 1.94 (&J) 1l.U~
(16) I.~O ~1o.J} 0.0<>
(17) Ujl) (ll)l U.05
(I til 1.&0 (he,) U.05
1I~) 1.46 (&7) U.U-1
(20) 1.45 ((,N) 0,0)
(21) 1.42 (W) u.m
(22) U.% (70) U.O:!
(23) U.97 (71 ) U.OI
(24) 0.'5 (7,) U.lIJ
(25) U.YI (7)) VUI
(,&) 0.'& (7;) U.VIern 0,0'; (7,) II. tJ I

. (U) 0.19 rill) O.U I
(2~) 0.'1. 07l 0.01
(lO, 0.7.\ (70, II.V I
(1) 0.71 (N) 1I.!,Il) -

0') 0.7(1 (bU) oou
(33) O.lJ:! (til) U.lIU
(3;) O.6~ tS2) V.W
(35) 0.&0 (h) ow
(3&) U.5Y (,.1) tUlU
(37) 0.53 (tl) U,{;U
(l,) 0..17 1'0) U.tl{)
(l9) 0.40 (Sl) U.liiJ
(40) O.ll (,H) lJ.IID
(.11) 0.31 lh'J) 0.01.1
(4,) 0.31 (~O) (J.vu
(43) U.~6 (~1) 0.00
(44) U.2(i (lJ2) v,un
(45) U.23 ('))) u.ou
(46) 0.22 (~;) V.tlu
(47) 0.21 1'5) V.W "

(4') 0.19 I

::..c-.J
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SECTI ON : Dot Mat r ix Graph ics of Benga I i Character SeT.
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Hexa- decimal Represent/on of Bengal/Character Symbols.

0 d <. 0 8 Q: ~ q 5- ~
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
<>0 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
30 BO ~o 1"- ,~"-~ to 3" go 1104~ "0 "TO l~ &4 44 to ,,~ 'ao "f0.•" t'O Oll iA '!.~ eo. It. "4 ~ o.t:'1 01 0'1 Il;tg'1 ,& !Ill !E 44 p~ ~04 O\!, 8"-'b4 <:'4 FO ll4 •••• 'Oz ~~ ~o

""'113 <:.'0 4J.. B4 "I" 4!1. 04 90 H40
~O ,0 'JJ/ 1>4 "-4 :<.43~ 1.Q 04 Ao <'400 00 00 1~ 1E U 04 c.o00 c.o00 00 00 00 00 00 0000 00 00 0000 00 00 00 00 00 0000 00 00Dc) 00 00 0000 "'<> 00 ()(J 00 00 0000 00 00 '0

.

\:>r ~ ~ ~
..,

~ ~ \S ~(IE> .:i

0<' oc. 00 00 10 00 J..O00 oc. 0<.

u_ 00 00 O'a 00 ..to00 111- H_ il-00 t.z. '!I. 6~ t2- 00 00 01 00 OE
00 04 0'1 00 00 01 00 02-04 0'1fF P~ FF ~F 1~ 39 H. 3Aoz FF At!>03 !I O~ os as 'A U. "5" L'l. ./..A132- b4 PO OA oA LA tA :!>7 U. oAIliA o;t 90 'OE ••.& 'A L A 34 '0" H!.A 0"1 .U al- A:<- IlA 02- 04 4.l U\lE. ,•. "Ie. 4~ 52- ,. 4t ot, .:t.t ~94A .to 04 .z." fl.4 BA ~E [\~ U. 4'3!I. ! E ••.:t a 19 OA :l...t 2A O~ 3•00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00DO 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 0000 00 00 00 00 0000 00 00 00 00

I00 00 00 00 00 00 00 0" 00
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~ ~ "f 'if ~ b ~ ~ "2U 4>
00 00 00 DO 00 00 00 00 00 00DO 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 "" 0000 00 00 00 00 00 o. 00 o. 0000 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
FF '1 "'1 H 5" •• FF rr n ,n
06 5"'1 4~ 44 7a <ao 30 1Ul '4 :t.~1£ 04 84 g4 ~~ go Fa 3e

""" 2.A~A i4 c.., '-~ 9E Fa 8E ~~ 5" B~8~ ~4 2.-'l :t."/ ll-'< S4 9.l eo.• ~.• gA-S ,,, '-4 ".• 'It. "' E..• ~4 I>~ e~1.8 1~ 04 8"/ .2A ". 08 ~.• 34 H08 04 d' r,! !B ~o •• '11 '" Og00 00 00 00 00 00 0000 00 00 00 00 0000 00 00 O. dO00 00 00 00 00 00 M dO()() 00 00 00 00 0000 00 00 oil 00 00 00 00

1; 'tr '5 ~ "f \;:> W '1 is -;r
i8 1.8 .;;; g~ 00

~~ 0 00
~~ ~~M .,. 00 00.t" 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00'-4 ~.00 00 00 00 00 00 '0 0008 08

0, ". E! ,,' ~<1 •••• ., F' FF d.:to o. oQ :to 14 00 O. 46 ~e Of2.0 O~ oA .t.o Be o~ 14 4~ ;"'4 •••:l.E It. llE .u E.-I o~ 2.-1 S" "14 9•:u •.t Sol. :t:l. '-1 U. 44 ~'! <-'I Se.;u. U .•t. U o,! "II. 14 48 .tA 4"Q..• :t.4 1L4 :t."/ 0"/ ~4 DC "6 L43g ,g a 39 04 .8 04 0"/ DC 0"/00 00 00 00 00 "0 00 00 00 0000 00 00 00 00 00 "'0 00 00 0000 00 00 00 od "'0 00 00 DO00o~ 00 00 00 00 00 "'. .0 00 00
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-0f ~ ":<l \9 y )J ~ '4 ~ :q
~~ ~; ~o :;g 00 00 ;0 ~ ~~ ;~00 00 00 00.0 00 .0 00 O. o. DO 00 00 o.00 .0 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 0031 H H " •• •• •• F' 0; N"1t go ot 00 "11 .t. 0' 0"- 2.A IfLAt 'IE 3. 3. <L t.t. JA at. :u t..l.1.4 2.A 4. oU "-:< it "-L GE S.L. Lt.=<4 "1A a. 'A 12 .U "'1 .2- •• 2.A04 gil "1. 'It. S" 0"- -"o. 1A .L :u.O, ~8 3. "-4 54 JA 4J/. 0"-

"-"-
18 3'00 at 'B ">' oJ/. ot. 1.6'00 °E .,00 o. o.o. 00 00 o. 00 •• 00 00 0000 00 00 o. 00 '0 00 00 0000 00 '0 00 00 o. 00 0000 00 o. 00 00 '0 00 .0 O'

~ ~ \:5 U )J ~ \'!> 1, \3 '2r• 0

'b;; 00 ~~ ;;0 ~o 00 ~ le 00 0000 00 0000 00 00 00 00 00 00 Jl."1 00 0000 00 00 00 00 00 00 Co,! 00 00FF H H H C~ F~ H 08 FF IlB8.:1. !>II 01\ "10 4.t. "11\ ""' £~ "t loA9"- '" OA 40 31l..U D, .u. 2-D 0' SA'!1l. olL l\~ 4" J1/. c.c At "-E SS 1:<LA 04 8:< 44 .:u JS ~A :v. 'T' I>t.t, u 4.t 44 4.t. 14 Vl :<..:<. ll:<
1l.t. 2..0 •••• ~

St
"-. 't.,G de ;>" '" 48 38 it 1.ECo. OF 04 ;>0o. 00 00 0000 00 02 00 oS 0000 o. ,. 2J> 00 0000 00 00 •• 00 ~ go 00 00.0; Do 00 00 00 00 '0 00 tlOi00 00 00 00 00•• 00
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r-.. T ~ t"I C;; ~ 'J

gg ~ A~ f~ g~ •• Jo 00
00 DO !>, U 00
00 '0 Do !o 0' H 0'
"'0 '" :u :1.0 '-0

"/, 00~, ~o'0 ~o ~,~o "10 Fo toD.4' "/0 UJ 2.0 go ., o. "10
"I' "10 "" P..o W' •• 0' II,

40 10 :u P..' .0 0' S,80
"10 10 .t.o :/.0 .., eo 00 400,"10 40 .;.., :/.0 "10 So .0 JI..D
"10 40 Jl.tJ :1.0 .t.o -40 00 :1.0
00 "10 .t.o .t.o P..o "10
00 00 OD D. 00 00 '0 0'
DO 00 00 DO DO 00 00 O'
00 00 o' 00 00 ., 00 0'

00 DO DO 00 o. od 00
--,

~ " " \e.- O'... -""- 0 "'- <. . "-00 00 gg .qo 00 00 O' •• 00D" DO Lo do DO 00 00 00o. 00 DO D.
00 OD 00 ,0\<> 00 00 Do 00'I. 00 00 00 00'0 ea "/0 00 I'D ~O 1'0

gg 1:-0
~

«> )\0 00 '000 00 00 00 00 00 00go "/0 00 00 00 00 00 00110 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
"/0 40 00 00 00 00 00 00
2.0 .t.o '/0 oa 00 00 00

,. 00
"'0 :I., AD 00 .l..o 40 .t.o " 00.z., .:Lo 00 0840 00 40 So 10 00OD gg ltv 8000 00 00 ,, so 00

00 50 <0 00 '/000 o. 00 00 "I,
00 00 00 ~o ~o :<0 0, :/.0

DO 00 00 00
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;- '* / -"- 7- C-"
~ 00 ~g 00 O~ D..000 00 ~~ 00 "'.'0 '0 00 oo 0000 00 8~ gg •• "..00 00 lo 0:(. "'IlO 5'1 04 "14 .q
to ~ 08 00

~E."'Ie. ,<- O{ r<- _ !O i.0
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H 54 ~3 1.0 40 'I'00 00 00 DO ".
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~ 5!r V Yr -3J J> ~ '34""" -.:::l1 Ji
00 00 00 'S 00 00 00 0000 00
00 "'0 00 00 "0 00 00
00 00 00 ~ 00 00 6000 00 0000 00 00

{'30 00 00 00 C"t 00 00 00 60qF FF FF ofl F-f= 9- FF6g bY 3'1 44 Ff 'to 41
be. Gf' 'Ie :iJ> :{o og t>lf ~
OA 04 g" 'itv ;:3C
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'5'- ~ "t .:s ~ " ~ ""
""if k

00 00 1J6 06 00 00 00 0<1 DO 00
00 00 00 o. 00 00 00 00 00 60

00 60 00 00 60 00 6000 00 00 00
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 R •000
60 Po Fo Fo 60 3. 30 FcoAD Fn 00 'ilo 10 lto 'to'10 ~ 50Fa ,",0 '0 &0". 80 10

ep Co Ito "/0
~of(p 1=0 1\0 Co 'foCo Go "/0 go /0 50<]0 t:.o 00 1000 "10 60 '10 00 00 ~ 'to.00 Eo 60 00 00'0 "0 00 00 0060 00 00 00 00 00
00

00 00 00 60 00 Co 00 0000 0000 00 "0 o 0 0060 O.
00 00 00

00 00 00 00 CO
60

00 "0 00
6000 00 00 00 60 00 0000 00 t:Jo00 00 00 00

00 00 0000 00

.>-, <l5' ", - - h-;;, .3 J -~
-4

00 Dc 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
00 00 00 00 00 00 "0 00 00 I\~00 00 00 00 00 00 00 0000 00 Ao00 00 00 "0 00 00 0000 ~ ~O DO 'ro40 R> 00 00 00
FO '>30 00 00 00 00 0050 00 '30 00 00Eo 'fo 'to Do - 00

60 'fo 00
ITt> Co 0040 /j<1 ::(0 go 00Iro

60 AD '10 Po 002<J 00 40 g6 '1'0~o 40 co 0040 00 60 06 It<> ~o 'fo 00 0000 00 0 6000 00 00 00,<0
00 00 00 00

00 ~o 00 0" 00DO 00 0000 00 00 00 0000 00 1J0 00 '0 0000 00 00 o.o 0 00 00 00 Do 0000 Do00 o 0 00 00 0<1 0000 00 00
"0 60 00 00 Do 00
00
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? ( )I I• •/ :J • j
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1$0 "0
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00 00 00 Co fro '10 go gO '\0

00 00 DO At> 'to '10 go go :{O
00 00 00 ~o 'to 'to ItO 10"0
00 o.

60 Ir° IroCo
00 80 ~O go

DO
Go go 'to 'to

"0
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00 00
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°0 0000

00 00 00 00

00 ~
00 00

00 o. 00 00

0000 yo
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DC) 00

00
00

00 '60
00 00 o',,000 00
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ASCI I TO BENGALI CODE CONVERSION TABLE

BENGAL I ENGLISH/SPECIAL BENGALI 'ASCII
SYMBOL SYMBOL CODE CODE

0 0 00 30

~ j O~ 31

-<-- .:{.. Olf 3:2
\j .3 06 33

'3 4 oe 34
Ct 5' oA 35
~ 6 oc 36

'1 '1-
OE 3Y.

b- 30 313'3

~ 9 1Z- 251

b[ A 14 'II

:z (3 16 4"2-
'x C H, '1.2

~ D 'lA Itt;

~ ]C 4S'D1 E

--~- F ':JE '-16- - - ~~- -

L:l Cc zo 1;1

~
H Z.L .Ltg

G T -?-'f ~A

~ J :(.6 LtB
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BENGALI ENGLISH/SPECIAL BENGALI ASCII
SYMBOL SYMBOL CODE CODE

7P k ;<''3 L.;c
C2i L :<..P.. 4D
4'f M Z-C 4E
~ f'l :l.E 'If:"

~ 0 :30 50

b p 3Z. 61

~
Q 34 '5z.

~ R 36 63

-:q{ 5 3g Sir

q3 I 3A 55

lJ U
3c 5{;

-75 V 3E 51
\0 W 'to 5ll

l- 4~ 59
LJ X

6f "{ 44 5A

\5 -z. ~b 56

-

"-r
a. I 4'6 6j
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